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At the heart of multi-agent systems is the ability to cooperate in order to improve the performance of individual

agents and/or the system as a whole. While a widespread assumption in the literature is that such cooperation is

essentially unrestricted, in many realistic settings this assumption does not hold. A highly-influential approach

for modelling such scenarios are graph-restricted games introduced by Myerson [36]. In this approach, agents

are represented by nodes in a graph, edges represent communication channels, and a group can generate an

arbitrary value only if there exists a direct or indirect communication channel between every pair of agents

within the group. Two fundamental solution-concepts that were proposed for such games are the Myerson
value and the Shapley value. While an algorithm has been developed to compute the Shapley value in arbitrary

graph-restricted games, no such general-purpose algorithm has been developed for the Myerson value to date.

With this in mind, we set to develop for such games a general-purpose algorithm to compute the Myerson

value, and a more efficient algorithm to compute the Shapley value. Since the computation of either value

involves enumerating all connected induced subgraphs of the game’s underlying graph, we start by developing

an algorithm dedicated to this enumeration, and show empirically that it is faster than the state of the art in

the literature. Finally, we present a sample application of both algorithms, in which we test the Myerson value

and the Shapley value as advanced measures of node centrality in networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

At the heart of multi-agent systems is the ability to coordinate activities in order to improve the

performance of individual agents and/or the system as a whole [55]. Among the many coordination

paradigms that were studied in the literature [19], one that received considerable attention is

Coalition Formation, whereby the agents (or “players”) divide themselves into groups (or “coalitions”)
so that members of the same coalition coordinate their activities, and possibly agree on how to

divide the payoff from cooperation among themselves. One of the fundamental payoff-division

schemes extensively studied to date is the Shapley value [44] due to its various desirable properties.

A widespread assumption in the literature on coalition formation is that cooperation is essentially

unrestricted [9], i.e., any coalition can be created and may have an arbitrary payoff (or “value”).
However, there are many realistic settings where this assumption does not hold. Often, the players

can communicate and coordinate their activities only via certain communication channels [52].

Such restrictions emerge in a variety of domains, including, but not limited to, social networks [20],

political alliances [37], and sensor and communication networks [41].

A highly-influential approach for modelling such scenarios was introduced by Myerson [36], who

described a coalitional game over a graph,G , in which nodes represent players and edges represent

available communication channels. In this setting, a coalition can have an arbitrary value only

if it induces a connected subgraph of G; in this case the coalition itself is said to be connected.
Intuitively, members of the same coalition are able to coordinate their activities only if there exists

either a direct communication channel (i.e., an edge) or an indirect communication channel (i.e., a

path) between them in the coalition. To appreciate the rationale, consider two players who are in

coalition C but are not able to communicate with one another (neither directly through an edge

between them, nor indirectly through other members of C). Since such players have no means of

coordinating their activities, it is reasonable to assume that there is no value added from putting

them in the same coalition. This model is now widely known as a graph-restricted game [36]. As
restrictions in communication occur naturally in multi-agent systems, the graph-restricted games

and the related solution concepts have recently attracted increasing attention in the literature

[12, 49]. The applications related to multi-agent technologies include the aforementioned sensor

and communication networks [41], logistics [21], smart energy and ridesharing [7].

One can make different assumptions on how the value of a disconnected coalition is computed in a

graph-restricted game. In particular:

• Myerson game: in his seminal work, Myerson [36] assumed that the value of a disconnected

coalition,C , equals the sum of values of the connected coalitions whose union yieldsC . Arguably,
although disconnected coalitions cannot communicate nor coordinate their activities, there can

still work as separate coalitions. In this class of games—now known asMyerson games—Myerson

[36] famously showed that the Shapley value is uniquely determined by certain graph-related

properties (see Section 3). In recognition of his result, the Shapley value in a Myerson game is

now widely known as the Myerson value.
• Connectivity games: Amer and Giménez [2] assumed that every disconnected coalition has

a value of 0. This class of games is known as connectivity games. The authors focused on a

subclass where the value of a connected coalition equals 1; we will refer to this subclass as

0-1-connectivity game. Later on, Lindelauf et al. [26] considered the more general case where a

connected coalition can have an arbitrary value. Both of the aforementioned studies have used

the Shapley value as a payoff division scheme.
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To compute either the Myerson value in a Myerson game, or the Shapley value in a connectivity

game, the original definitions of those values require visiting every possible coalition, be it connected

or otherwise. Bilbao [6] proposed an improved method for computing the Myerson value in a

Myerson game, and Michalak et al. [33] proposed an improved method for computing the Shapley

value in a connectivity game. In both methods, the improvement comes from avoiding the need to

visit the disconnected coalitions. Technically, those methods require the following fundamental

graph operations:

• the enumeration of all connected induced subgraphs of the game’s underlying graph;

• the identification of cut vertices in each enumerated subgraph, where a cut vertex is a node

whose removal disconnects the subgraph (see Section 3 for a formal definition).

As such, the efficiency of computing the Myerson value (in a Myerson game) and the Shapley

value (in a connectivity game) depends on how well those two operations are combined together.

Due their importance, both operations have been extensively studied in graph theory, and there

already exist highly optimized algorithms to carry out each of them separately. In particular, the

state-of-the-art algorithm for enumerating all connected induced subgraphs is due to Moerkotte

and Neumann [34]; this algorithm is based on breadth-first search. In contrast, the state-of-the-art

algorithm for identifying cut vertices is due to Hopcroft and Tarjan [18]; this algorithms is based

on depth-first search. Unfortunately, given that the two algorithms are based on orthogonal design

principles, combining them efficiently is challenging [33].

With this in mind, the contributions of this article can be summarised as follows:

• In Section 4, we propose a new algorithm for enumerating all connected induced subgraphs in

an arbitrary graph. Unlike the alternative algorithm by Moerkotte and Neumann [34] which

uses breadth-first search, our algorithm uses depth-first search, making it compatible with

depth-first-search algorithm for identifying cut vertices by Hopcroft and Tarjan [18]. More

important, our enumeration algorithm turns out to be faster in practice than that of Moerkotte

and Neumann, making ours the fastest algorithm for enumerating connected induced subgraphs

to date (the empirical evaluation can be found in Section 7).

• In Section 5, we propose a new formula for the Myerson value which, just like the formula by

Bilbao [6], considers only the connected subgraphs but, unlike this formula, it does not require

the identification of cut vertices. Building upon this formula and our enumeration algorithm,

we propose the first dedicated algorithm to compute the Myerson value in arbitrary graphs.

• Building again upon our enumeration algorithm, in Section 6 we propose a new algorithm to

compute the Shapley value in connectivity games. Since our algorithm traverses the graph in

depth-first order, it is able to efficiently identify cut vertices. We empirically show in Section 7

that our algorithm outperforms that of Michalak et al. [33]; hence, our algorithm is the state of

the art for computing the Shapley value in connectivity games.

• Finally, in Section 8, we present a sample application of the algorithms, where we compare the

performance of the Shapley value and the Myerson value as the tools to identify key figures in

terrorist networks. While, due to computational limitations, the existing literature studied only

a few instantiations of this approach based on the Shapley value, with our algorithms we can

perform a much wider analysis.

Note that all three algorithms proposed in this article perform in the worst case the exponential

number of steps. This is because the number of all connected induced subgraphs can be exponential

in the number of nodes, which implies that both the output for enumeration algorithm and the

input for computing the Myerson and Shapley values are also exponential.
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2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we first discuss the body of works on enumerating the connected induced subgraphs

and identifying cut vertices. After that, we discuss the literature on the computational aspects of

the Shapley value and the Myerson value in graph restricted games.

The enumeration of connected induced subgraphs is one of the fundamental algorithmic operations

in graph theory, with applications as diverse as computing topological indices for molecular graphs

[38], optimizing cost-based queries [34], and searching for optimal coalition structures in graph

restricted games [53]. A few dedicated algorithms have been proposed for this purpose in the

literature. The early works include the reverse-search algorithm by Avis and Fukuda [4] and

Brüngger et al. [8], and the breadth-first search algorithm by Sharafat and Marouzi [45]. These

algorithms, however, performed numerous redundant operations. This shortcoming was rectified

by the highly-optimized breadth-first search algorithm of [34]. To date, this algorithm remains the

state-of-the-art for enumerating the connected induced subgraphs.
1

As we will show, one of the important features of the algorithm proposed in this article is that it not

only offers a slightly better performance but it has a depth-first search structure which allows for

an efficient combination with other algorithms of this type. In result, it allows for solving problems

that cannot be efficiently solved using the breadth-first search algorithm. This includes the problem

of identifying cut vertices, especially important in the context of computing the Shapley value for

connectivity game, for which the state-of-the-art algorithm based on the depth-first search was

proposed by Hopcroft and Tarjan [18]. See Section 6 for more details.

Bilbao [6] was the first to propose the explicit formulas for the Myerson value that traverse only

connected induced subgraphs. Later on, a different closed-from expression was proposed by Elkind

[12]. However, both these methods, on top of traversing connected induced subgraphs, also require

finding all the cut vertices in every such subgraph. Algaba et al. [1] proposed a method of computing

the Myerson value based on Harsanyi’s dividends in time O(3n) for n players. They also developed

polynomial-time algorithms for special classes of graphs. Furthermore, the computational properties

of the Myerson value for some special classes of games were considered in [14, 17].

Another related body of literature concerns centrality analysis, where the aim is to rank nodes in a

network in the way that fits best a particular application. The most well-known centrality indices

are degree, closeness, and betweenness centralities. In particular, degree centrality quantifies the

importance of a node by the number of its incident edges. Closeness centrality highlights nodes that

are close to all other nodes in the network. Betweenness centrality counts the shortest paths between

any two nodes in the network, and ranks nodes according to the number of the shortest paths they

belong to. Apart from many refinements and extensions of these three standard centrality measures,

various other concepts have been proposed in the literature. Some of the advanced centrality

measures are based on game-theoretic solution concepts. In particular, a number of more-advanced

centrality measures are either directly built upon Myerson’s graph-restricted game or inspired by it.

The first work in this line of research was due to Gómez et al. [16] who defined the centrality of a

node vi to be the difference between the Shapley value of vi (which is independent of the network

topology) and the Myerson value of vi (which takes the network topology into consideration).

Thus, by interpreting the Shapley value as a power index in a coalitional game, Gomez et al.’s

Shapley/Myerson-based centrality measure represents the increase (or decrease) in vi ’s power due

1
The same breadth-first search algorithm was rediscovered by Voice et al. [53]. We also refer the reader to more recent

papers where the authors proposed algorithms to enumerate induced connected subgraphs of specific types: of a given

size [22] or with the value assigned by an external function, f : C → R, higher than the specified threshold [28]. Adapting

these algorithms to our problem would not be efficient.
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to its position in the network. In turn, del Pozo et al. [11] proposed a measure for directed graphs,

based on generalised coalitional games [39], where the value of a coalition is influenced by the

sequence in which the players have joined it. More specifically, the authors adapted these games to

networks in the spirit of Myerson and then based their measure on a parametric family of solution

concepts that include two extensions of the Shapley value to generalised coalitional games: one by

Nowak and Radzik [39] and the other by Sánchez and Bergantiños [43]. In a similar spirit, Amer

et al. [3] defined a game-theoretic centrality measure called accessibility in oriented networks.

Skibski et al. [48] proposed the attachment centrality—the first game-theoretic centrality measure

obtained using the axiomatic approach. This measure is the Myerson value of the following game:

f (S) = 2(|S | − 1). Later on, the attachment centrality was extended to weighted graphs [50]. Skibski

et al. [46] performed the axiomatic analysis of game-theoretic centralities. Michalak et al. [31]

studied the computational properties of game-theoretic centralities based on the Shapley value, but

not on the Myerson value.

Finally, we point the reader to works from the computer science literature, where graph-restricted

games were considered [29, 53].

3 PRELIMINARIES

This section starts by presenting some necessary concepts from graph theory and cooperative game
theory, before formally introducing the Shapley value and the Myerson value. A table describing the

main notation can be found in the appendix.

3.1 Graph-Theoretic Concepts

A graph, G = (V ,E), consists of a set of vertices (or nodes), V = {v1, . . . ,vn}, and a set of edges,

E ⊆ V ×V . Arbitrary nodes will often be denoted by either v , u orw , although we may sometimes

use the notation vi or vj instead. For any node, v ∈ V , we denote by N (v) the set of neighbors of
v . A path is a sequence of distinct nodes in which every two consecutive nodes are connected by

an edge. A graph is said to be connected if and only if there exists a path between every pair of

nodes in that graph. We say that v ∈ V is a cut vertex in a connected graph, (V ,E), if the removal

of v (along with all its edges) splits the graph into disconnected components, i.e., if the graph

(V \ {v},E \ {{v,w} ∈ E : w ∈ V }) is disconnected.

For any given subset of nodes, S ⊆ V , we will denote by E(S) ⊆ E the set of all edges between

members of S . Formally, E(S) = {{v,w} ∈ E : v,w ∈ S}. The subgraph of G induced by S is

(S,E(S)); we will denote this subgraph by G(S). Since the subgraphs considered in this article are

all induced (but not necessarily connected), we will often omit the term “induced” when there

is no risk of confusion. Note that if G(S) is disconnected, then surely it consists of two or more

connected components; we will denote by K(S) = {K1,K2, . . . ,Km} the subsets of S that induce

those components. This means that K(S) is a partition of S , and that for every Ki ∈ K(S), the
subgraph G(Ki ) is connected.

3.2 Graph-Restricted Games

The players in our setting represent (or are represented by) the nodes in a graph, G = (V ,E). As
such, we interpret V as the set of players. A coalition, i.e., a subset of player, S ⊆ V , is said to

be connected if and only if G(S)—the subgraph of G induced by S—is connected; otherwise the
coalition is said to be disconnected. The set of all connected coalitions will be denoted by C. We
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will restrict our attention to games in characteristic function form. Such games are each defined

by a set of players—V in our case—and a characteristic function, f : 2
V → R, that assigns to every

coalition (connected or otherwise) a real number representing its payoff, or “value”.

A graph-restricted game is defined over an underlying graph,G = (V ,E), whose nodes represent the
players of the game. The general idea behind these games is that a coalition can achieve arbitrary

synergy (i.e., it can have an arbitrary value) only if that coalition happens to be connected in G . As
such, whether a coalition is connected or not has a direct bearing on that coalition’s value. We will

focus on two subclasses of graph-restricted games. In particular:

• Myerson [36] assumed that a connected coalition may have an arbitrary value, which is specified

by a function, fG : C → R. On the other hand, the value of a disconnected coalition, S ∈ 2V \C, is
the sum of the values of the coalitions inK(S), i.e., those that induce the connected components

in G(S).2 This leads to the following characteristic function:

f MG (S) =
∑

Ki ∈K(S )

fG (Ki ), (1)

whereM stands for Myerson. Such a game will be referred to as a Myerson game.
• Amer and Giménez [2] formalised an alternative model in which the value of a connected

coalition is 1 whereas the value of a disconnected coalition is 0. This produces a simple game:3

whose characteristic function takes the following form:

f AG (S) =

{
1 if S ∈ C

0 otherwise,

(2)

where A stands for Amer and Giménez. We refer to such a game as a 0-1-connectivity game.
Lindelauf et al. [26] generalized this game, by allowing the connected coalitions to have arbitrary

values. This produced the following characteristic function:

f LG (S) =

{
fG (S) if S ∈ C

0 otherwise,

(3)

where L stands for Lindelauf et al., and fG : C → R. A game with such a characteristic

function will be referred to as a connectivity game, which is of course a generalization of a

0-1-connectivity game.

3.3 The Shapley Value

Assuming that the grand coalition (i.e., the largest possible coalition, V ) is formed, a “solution” to a

coalitional game specifies a way to divide f (V ) among the players so as to meet certain criteria. One

desirable criterion that is often sought after is fairness. Typically, in the context of coalitional games,

fairness is assessed based on the degree to which each player’s payoff reflects its contribution to the

coalition. To date, the best-established solution concept that captures this notion of fairness is the

Shapley value [44]4. This solution concept has been shown to satisfy various desirable properties;

for more details, see the work by Maschler et al. [27]. At its heart, the Shapley value is based on the

notion of marginal contribution. Specifically, given a game in characteristic function form, (V , f ),

2
Note that if S ∈ C then K(S ) = {S }.

3
Simple coalitional games constitute a popular class of games in which every coalition has a value of either 1 or 0 [9].

4
More precisely, a solution concept is a rule of assigning payoff according to the payoff division scheme, e.g., the Shapley

value, and not the scheme itself. Nevertheless, as usual in the literature, we will refer to the Shapley value and the Myerson

value as solution concepts.
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the marginal contribution of a player, vi ∈ V , to a coalition S ⊆ V \ {vi } is the difference in value

that vi creates when joining S , i.e., it is: f (S ∪ {vi }) − f (S). The Shapley value then divides f (V )
by assigning to each player, vi ∈ V , a weighted average of all its marginal contributions, taking

into consideration every coalition that this player could possibly belong to; this payoff is called the
Shapley value of vi , and is denoted by SVi (f ). More precisely, SVi (f ) is computed as follows:

SVi (f ) =
∑

S ⊆V ,vi ∈S

(|S | − 1)!(|V | − |S |)!

|V |!

(
f (S) − f (S \ {vi })

)
. (4)

Equivalently, the above formula of the Shapley value of player vi can be rewritten as follows:

SVi (f ) =
1

|V |!

∑
π ∈Π

(
f (Sπi ) − f (Sπi \ {vi })

)
, (5)

where Π is the set of all permutations of V , whereas Sπi is the coalition consisting of vi and all

the players that precede vi in the permutation π . Viewed from this perspective, the Shapley value

of a player, vi ∈ V , equals its average marginal contribution to the players that precede it in an

arbitrary permutation.

3.4 The Myerson Value

A celebrated result of Myerson [36] is that, when applying the Shapley value to a Myerson game,

(V , f MG ), we obtain a payoff division scheme that uniquely satisfies certain desirable properties.

Nowadays, whenever the Shapley value is applied to a Myerson game, it is widely referred to as

the Myerson value, and is often denoted differently than the Shapley value; we will denote it by

MVi (fG ) for player vi , i.e., MVi (fG ) = SVi (f
M
G ), where fG is the function that assigns values to

connected coalitions.

In the next three sections we will present our algorithms, starting with the enumeration of the

connected induced subgraphs, followed by the computation of the Myerson value in Myerson

games, and lastly the computation of the Shapley value in connectivity games.

4 DFS ENUMERATION OF CONNECTED INDUCED SUBGRAPHS

We start in Section 4.1 by presenting our Depth-First-Search Enumeration (DFSE) algorithm for

enumerating all connected induced subgraphs. Then in Section 4.2, we discuss some of the properties

of our algorithm. Finally, in Section 4.3, we compare the workings of our enumeration algorithm

against those of its counterpart by Moerkotte and Neumann [34], which we refer to as Breadth-
First-Search Enumeration (BFSE). As mentioned earlier, our enumeration algorithm will be used in

subsequent sections as the cornerstone upon which we build our algorithms for computing the

Myerson value in arbitrary Myerson games and the Shapley value in connectivity games.

4.1 The DFSE Algorithm

In this subsection we outline our Depth-First-Search Enumeration (DFSE) algorithm, which enu-

merates all connected induced subgraphs of an arbitrary graph. In what follows, every connected

induced subgraph is represented by its set of nodes. As such, we may write, e.g., “subgraph {vi ,vj }”
instead of “subgraph G({vi ,vj })”.

In a nutshell, our algorithm starts with a single-node subgraph, namely S = {vi }, and tries to

expand it—by adding one node at a time—while ensuring that the subgraph remains connected. In

particular, for every added node, the algorithm examines each of its neighbors, and whenever a
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ALGORITHM 1: The Depth-First-Search Enumeration (DFSE) algorithm for enumerating all con-
nected induced subgraphs
Input: Graph G = (V ,E)
Output: Every connected induced subgraph of G

1 DFSE begin
2 Sort V by degree descendingly, and re-index the nodes accordingly;

3 for i ← 1 to |V | do
4 Sort N (vi ) by degree descendingly, and assign the sorted list to parameterM(vi );

5 for i ← 1 to |V | do
6 S ← {vi };

7 ExpandSubgraph(G, (vi ), S, {v1, . . . ,vi−1}, 1);

8 ExpandSubgraph(G,path, S, Forbidden, indexOfFirstNeighbor) begin
9 v ← path.last();

10 for indexOfCurrentNeighbor ← indexOfFirstNeighbor to |M(v)| do
11 u ← M(v).дet(indexOfCurrentNeighbor);
12 if (u < S) ∧ (u < Forbidden) then
13 ExpandSubgraph(G,path ∪ {u}, S ∪ {u}, Forbidden, 1);
14 Forbidden← Forbidden ∪ {u};

15 path.removeLast();

16 if path.lenдth() > 0 then
17 w ← path.last();

18 indexOfFirstNeighbor ← M(w).дetIndex(v) + 1;

19 ExpandSubgraph(G,path, S, Forbidden, indexOfFirstNeighbor);

20 else
21 print S ;

neighbor, u, is found that has not yet been visited by the algorithm, the process is divided into two

processes: the first expands the subgraph with u, whereas the second process marks u as forbidden
(which ensures that u is never considered later on by this process) and looks for another neighbor

that has not yet been visited by the algorithm, and so on.

The pseudocode of DFSE is presented in Algorithm 1. The main function—DFSE (lines 1–7)—starts

by sorting all nodes descendingly based on their degrees, and then re-indexes them accordingly,

i.e., v1 becomes the node with the highest degree, v2 the one with the second highest degree, and

so on. Next, the neighbors of every node, vi ∈ V , are sorted based on their degree descendingly

(lines 3–4); the sorted list is assigned to a parameter,M(vi ). The two main operations to handle this

parameter are:M(vi ).дet(j)which returns the neighbor at index j inM(vi ); andM(vi ).дetIndex(vj )
which returns the index of neighborvj inM(vi ).

5
In lines 5–7, for every node,vi ∈ V , the algorithm

creates the single-node subgraph {vi } and starts the process of expanding this subgraph by calling

the recursive function ExpandSubgraph. The remainder of the algorithm description focuses on

this particular function.

In the recursive function ExpandSubgraph, the parameter path is a sequence representing the

current search path during the depth-first traversal of the graph. The three main operations to

5
As the function дet Index is called multiple times, the information that it returns can be pre-computed in the main

function, DFSE , and stored in a table to enable constant-time access to this information.
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handle this parameter are: path.lenдth() which returns the number of nodes in the path, path.last()
which returns the last node in the path, and path.removeLast() which removes that node from the

path. To improve readability, we will sometimes use set notation when dealing with a sequence

such as path, e.g., we may write path ∪ {u} to denote the sequence that results from adding u to

the end of path, or write path ⊆ S to express the fact that all the nodes in path belong to S , or
write u ∈ S \ path to express the fact that u is in S but not in path. The first line in the function

ExpandSubgraph involves retrieving the last node in path, and assigning it tov . Then in lines 10–14,

for every neighbor of v that has not been visited earlier, the function checks whether this neighbor

is already in S and checks whether it is marked as a forbidden node (see line 12). If it is neither, then

the neighbor is added to S—through a recursive call to ExpandSubgraph in line 13—before being

marked as forbidden. Having processed all the neighbors ofv , in lines 15–17 the function backtracks
to v’s predecessor, calledw . Next, in lines 18 and 19, the function deals with the neighbors ofw
that have not yet been processed. Finally, when path is empty, the algorithm prints the subgraph S
(line 21). An illustration of DFSE can be found in the appendix.

Finally, we note that the runtime of the algorithm is affected in practice by the sequence in which

the nodes are processed. Out of all the sequences that we have experimented with, sorting the nodes

(and their neighbors) descendingly based on their degrees seemed to yield the best performance.

Based on this, in lines 2–4, the nodes are sorted accordingly. Nevertheless, identifying an optimal

such sequence remains an open question.

Having described the DFSE algorithm, in the following subsection we analyse its properties and

prove its correctness.

4.2 Properties of the DFSE Algorithm

In this subsection, we discuss the key properties of the DFSE algorithm, namely:

• soundness—for every graph, DFSE enumerates only connected induced subgraphs;

• completeness—for every graph, DFSE enumerates all connected induced subgraphs;

• non-redundancy—for every graph, DFSE never enumerates the same connected induced subgraph

more than once.

We start by stating basic properties of the parameters in the recursive function ExpandSubgraph in

Algorithm 1.

Lemma 4.1. Every time ExpandSubgraph(G,path, S, Forbidden, indexOfFirstNeighbor) is called, the
parameters therein satisfy the following conditions:

(a) The sets S and Forbidden are disjoint;

(b) All nodes in the parameter path belong to S and form a path in G;

(c) S induces a connected subgraph, i.e., S ∈ C;

(d) Let v be the last node in the parameter path. Then, the nodes located in M(v) at indices: 1, . . . ,
indexOfFirstNeighbor − 1 are “processed”, i.e., each of them is either in S or in Forbidden;

(e) For every v ∈ S \ path, all the neighbors of v are “‘processed”, i.e., each of them is either in S or in
Forbidden;

(f) |path | ≥ 1.

Based on Lemma 4.1, we can prove the soundness, completeness and non-redundancy of the DFSE

algorithm.
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ALGORITHM 2: The Breadth-First-Search Enumeration (BFSE) algorithm for enumerating all con-
nected induced subgraphs
Input: Graph G = (V ,E)
Output: Every connected induced subgraphs of G

1 BFSE begin
2 for i ← 1 to |V | do
3 Enumerate(G, ∅, {vi }, {v1, . . . ,vi });

4 Enumerate(G,Old,New, Forbidden) begin
5 print Old ∪ New ;

6 X ← ∅; foreach v ∈ New do
7 foreach u ∈ N (v) do
8 if u < Forbidden ∪ X then
9 X ← X ∪ {u};

10 foreach Y ⊆ X : Y , ∅ do
11 Enumerate(G,Old ∪ New,Y , Forbidden ∪ X );

Theorem 4.2. The DFSE algorithm is sound, i.e., for every graph, it enumerates only connected induced
subgraphs.

Theorem 4.3. For every graph, the DFSE algorithm enumerates every connected induced subgraph
exactly once.

Finally, we observe that the time complexity of DFSE is linear in the number of connected subgraphs.

Theorem 4.4. The time complexity of DFSE is O(|C||E |) for a connected graph.

The proofs are available in the appendix.

4.3 DFS versus BFS Enumeration of Connected Induced Subgraphs

To date, the state-of-the-art algorithm for enumerating all connected induced subgraphs is due to

Moerkotte and Neumann [34]. As opposed to our algorithm, which traverses the graph in a depth-

first manner, their algorithm uses breadth-first search. As such, we will refer to their algorithm as

BFSE (Breadth-First-Search Enumeration), the pseudocode of which is presented in Algorithm 2.

Specifically, in the ith step of the main function, BFSE, the algorithm enumerates every subgraph

that contains vi and does not contain the any of the nodes v1, . . . ,vi−1. To this end, the recursive

function, Enumerate , is called with four parameters: (i) the graphG; (ii) anOld part of the subgraph;

(iii) a New part of the subgraph; and (iv) the set of all nodes that we already considered, denoted

by Forbidden (roughly speaking, this set consists of the nodes that are already in subgraph, as

well as the nodes that we have considered but did not include in the subgraph). Now, Enumerate
outputs the current subgraph, Old ∪ New , and tries to enlarge it. In order to do that, it lists all

not-yet considered neighbors (the set of which is denoted by X ) and for every subset Y ⊆ X it calls

Enumerate with the subgraph enlarged by Y and the set of considered nodes expanded by X .
6
An

illustration of BFSE can be found in the appendix.

6
Our pseudocode of BFSE is more efficient than the original. Specifically, if we follow the original pseudocode and merge

both parts of the subgraph (Old and New ) in the declaration (and calls) of Enumerate , then to find the neighbors in

lines 7–12 we would have to consider also nodes from the old part of the subgraph. This is clearly redundant, as all their

neighbors are already in the set Forbidden.
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Next, we provide two propositions showing that for n-cliques BFSE examines approximately twice

the number of edges compared to our DFSE algorithm (later on in Section 7 we compare the two

algorithms empirically, given a wide range of graphs).

Proposition 4.5. Given an n-clique, BFSE examines 2n(n2/2 + O(n)) edges.

Proposition 4.6. Given an n-clique, DFSE examines 2n(n2/4 + O(n)) edges.

5 COMPUTING THE MYERSON VALUE IN ARBITRARY MYERSON GAMES

In this section we present the first dedicated algorithm for computing the Myerson value in an

arbitrary Myerson game. The complexity of this computation may vary depending on the definition

of fG—the function that specifies the value of every connected coalition. We will treat fG as an

oracle and assume that it returns the value of any connected coalition in constant time.

In the following theorem we prove that, in order to calculate the Myerson value of player in a

Myerson game, it suffices to examine only the connected coalitions. Furthermore, unlike the case

with the Shapley value, calculating the Myerson value does not require the identification of cut

vertices when enumerating the connected coalitions.

Theorem 5.1. For any graph, G, and any vi ∈ V , and any fG : C → R, the following holds:

MVi (fG ) =
∑

S ∈C,vi ∈S

(|S | − 1)!|N (S)|!

(|S | + |N (S)|)!
fG (S) −

∑
S ∈C,vi<S
S∪{vi }∈C

|S |!(|N (S)| − 1)!

(|S | + |N (S)|)!
fG (S),

and N (S) denotes the set of neighbors of coalition S , i.e., N (S) =
⋃

v ∈S N (v) \ S .

Proof. Based on the result by Myerson [36], we know that:MVi (fG ) = SVi (f
M
G ). This, as well as

Equation (5), imply that:

MVi (fG ) =
1

|V |!

∑
π ∈Π

(
f MG (S

π
i ) − f MG (S

π
i \ {vi })

)
. (6)

Now, let us consider the marginal contribution of player vi to coalition S . In particular, based on

Equation (1), i.e., the definition of f MG , the marginal contribution of vi to S is:

f MG (S) − f MG (S \ {vi }) =
∑

Kj ∈K(S )

fG (Kj ) −
∑

Kj ∈K(S\{vi })

fG (Kj ).

Note that every connected component of S that does not contain vi appears in both terms of the

right-hand side of the equation (see Figure 1 for an illustration). Based on this, it is possible to

simplify the equation as follows:

f MG (S) − f MG (S \ {vi }) = fG (K
i (S)) −

∑
Kj ∈K

(
K i (S )\{vi }

) fG (Kj ), (7)

where K i (S) denotes the component in K(S) that contains vi . Based on Equation (7), it is possible

to rewrite Equation (6) as follows:

MVi (fG ) =
1

|V |!

∑
π ∈Π

©«fG (K i (Sπi )) −
∑

Kj ∈K
(
K i (Sπi )\{vi }

) fG (Kj )
ª®®¬ .
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the marginal contribution of player v5 to coalition S \ {v5} = {v1,v2,v4,v6,v7}

in game f MG for a sample graph G. From Equation (1), we have: f MG (S) − f MG (S \ {v5}) = fG ({v1,v2}) +
fG ({v4,v5,v6,v7}) − fG ({v1,v2}) − fG ({v4}) − fG ({v6,v7}) = fG ({v4,v5,v6,v7}) − fG ({v4}) − fG ({v6,v7}).

This, in turn, can be written differently as follows:

MVi (fG ) =
∑

S ∈C,vi ∈S

|{π ∈Π : S = K i (Sπi )}|

|V |!
fG (S) −

∑
S ∈C,vi<S

|{π ∈Π : S ∈K(K i (Sπi ) \ {vi })}|

|V |!
fG (S).

In the first term of the right-hand side of this equation, the condition S = K i (Sπi ) means that S is

the component of vi in Sπi . Thus, given that vi ∈ S , this condition is equivalent to the condition:

S ∈ K(Sπi ). In the second term, for every S ∈ C : vi < S , we consider every permutation π ∈ Π
such that S is one of the components of Sπi \ {vi } that are merged into a single component, namely

K i (Sπi ), in Sπi . Thus, vi must be a neighbor of S . Based on this, we have:

MVi (fG ) =
∑

S ∈C,vi ∈S

|{π ∈Π : S ∈K(Sπi )}|

|V |!
fG (S) −

∑
S ∈C,vi<S
S∪{vi }∈C

|{π ∈Π : S ∈K(Sπi \{vi })}|

|V |!
fG (S). (8)

Here, the first fraction is the probability that, in a random permutation π , a coalition S ∈ C : vi ∈ S
will be a component in the subgraph induced by Sπi . This will be the case if and only if: (i) all the

players in S \ {vi } precede vi in π ; and (ii) all the players in N (S) come after vi in π . Note that the
total number of ways in which the players in S ∪ N (S) can be ordered in π equals: (|S | + |N (S)|)!.
Out of all those orderings, the number of those in which the players in S \ {vi } precede vi and the

players in N (S) come after vi equals: (|S | − 1)!|N (S)|!. Based on this, we have:

|{π ∈ Π : S = K i (Sπi )}|

|V |!
=
(|S | − 1)!|N (S)|!

(|S | + |N (S)|)!
. (9)

The second fraction is the probability that, in a random permutation π , a coalition S ∈ C : vi <
S, S ∪ {vi } ∈ C will be a component in the subgraph induced by Sπi \ {vi }. This will be the case if
and only if: (i) all the players in S precede vi in π ; and (ii) all the players in N (S) \ {vi } come after

vi in π . The total number of ways in which the players in S ∪ N (S) can be ordered in π equals:

(|S | + |N (S)|)!. Out of all those orderings, the number of those in which the players in S precede vi
and the players in N (S) \ {vi } come after vi equals: |S |!(|N (S)| − 1)!. Based on this, we have:

|{π ∈ Π : S ∈ K(Sπi \ {vi })}|

|V |!
=
|S |!(|N (S)| − 1)!

(|S | + |N (S)|)!
. (10)

Equations (8), (9) and (10) imply the correctness of the theorem. □

Based on the above analysis, we construct our algorithm for computing the Myerson value based

on our DFSE algorithm for enumerating connected subgraphs. We call this algorithm DFS-Myerson,

the pseudocode of which is outlined in Algorithm 3.

New lines compared to DFSE have been highlighted. Here, the parameter Neiдhbors keeps track of

the neighbors of S . In the first call of ExpandSubgraph (line 7), parameter Neiдhbors is set to be
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ALGORITHM 3: The depth-first-search algorithm for calculating the Myerson Value in a Myerson
Game (DFS-Myerson)
Input: Graph, G = (V ,E); a function, fG : C → R, specifying the value of every connected coalition

Output: The Myerson valueMVi (fG ) for every vi ∈ V
1 DFS-Myerson begin
2 Sort V by degree descendingly, and re-index the nodes accordingly;

3 for i ← 1 to |V | doMVi (fG ) = 0;

4 for i ← 1 to |V | do
5 Sort N (vi ) by degree descendingly, and assign the sorted list to parameterM(vi );

6 for i ← 1 to |V | do
7 ExpandSubдraph(G, (vi ), S, {v1, . . . ,vi−1}, 1, ∅ );

8 ExpandSubдraph(G,path, S, Forbidden, indexOfFirstNeighbor, Neiдhbors ) begin
9 v ← path.last();

10 for indexOfCurrentNeighbor ← indexOfFirstNeighbor to |M(v)| do
11 u ← M(v).дet(indexOfCurrentNeighbor);
12 if (u < S) ∧ (u < Forbidden) then
13 ExpandSubдraph(G,path ∪ {u}, S ∪ {u}, Forbidden, 1, Neiдhbors );

14 Forbidden← Forbidden ∪ {u}; Neiдhbors ← Neiдhbors ∪ {u};

15 else if u ∈ Forbidden then Neiдhbors ← Neiдhbors ∪ {u};

16 path.removeLast();

17 if path.lenдth() > 0 then
18 w ← path.last();

19 indexOfFirstNeighbor ← M(w).дetIndex(v) + 1);

20 ExpandSubдraph(G,path, S, Forbidden, indexOfFirstNeighbor, Neiдhbors );

21 else

22 foreach vi ∈ S do MVi (fG ) ← MVi (fG ) +
( |S |−1)!( |Neiдhbors |)!
( |S |+ |Neiдhbors |)! fG (S);

23 foreach vi ∈ Neiдhbors do MVi (fG ) ← MVi (fG ) −
( |S |)!( |Neiдhbors |−1)!
( |S |+ |Neiдhbors |)! fG (S);

the empty set. In the body of the function ExpandSubgraph it is modified only in lines 14 and 15.

In both cases node u, which is a neighbor of v , is added to the set. Since we proved in Lemma 4.1

(b) that path ⊆ S and from line 9 we know that v ∈ path, parameter Neiдhbors consists only of

neighbors of S . Let us argue that it contains all neighbors of S . From the proof of Lemma 4.1 (e) we

know that all neighbors of nodes from S are considered in line 11; therefore, all neighbors of nodes

from S which are not in S are added to Neiдhbors .

Finally, lines 22–23 update the Myerson value according to the analysis of the marginal contribution

from Theorem 5.1.

6 COMPUTING THE SHAPLEY VALUE IN ARBITRARY CONNECTIVITY GAMES

In this section, we present a new algorithm to compute the Shapley value in an arbitrary connectivity

game. As mentioned earlier in the introduction, there already exists an algorithm designed for this
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purpose, due to Michalak et al. [33], and our aim is to develop a more efficient alternative based on

our enumeration algorithm from Section 4.

As noted by Michalak et al. [33], in order to calculate the Shapley value of a player in a connec-

tivity game, it suffices to examine only the connected coalitions, because every non-zero marginal

contribution involves a player’s addition to, or removal from, a connected coalition. More formally,

the authors propose to compute the Shapley value of a player in a connectivity game as follows:
7

Proposition 6.1 (cf. Michalak et al. [33]). Given a graph, G = (V ,E), and a connectivity game
defined by Equation (3)) the following holds for every vi ∈ V :

SVi (f
L
G ) =

∑
S ∈C,vi ∈S
S\{vi }∈C

λS
(
fG (S) − fG (S \ {vi })

)
+

∑
S ∈C,vi ∈S
S\{vi }<C

λS fG (S) −
∑

S ∈C,vi<S
S∪{vi }<C

λS∪{vi } fG (S), (11)

where λS = (|S | − 1)!(|V | − |S |)!/(|V |!).

Proof. Recall that based on Equations (3) and (4) the Shapley value of player vi ∈ V in the

connectivity game (V , f LG ) is defined as follows:

SVi (f
L
G ) =

∑
S ⊆V ,vi ∈S

λS
(
f LG (S) − f LG (S \ {vi })

)
.

As can be seen in this formula, the coalitions that influence the Shapley value of vi are: {S ⊆ V :

vi ∈ S}. Let us divide this set into four exhaustive and disjoint subsets, depending on whether or

not S is connected and whether or not S \ {vi } is connected; we end up with the following:

SVi (f
L
G ) =

S1︷                                          ︸︸                                          ︷∑
S ⊆V ,vi ∈S

S ∈C,S\{vi }∈C

λS
(
fG (S)− fG (S\{vi })

)
+

S2︷                                      ︸︸                                      ︷∑
S ⊆V ,vi ∈S

S<C,S\{vi }∈C

λS
(
0 − fG (S \ {vi })

)
+

∑
S ⊆V ,vi ∈S

S ∈C,S\{vi }<C

λS
(
fG (S) − 0

)
︸                             ︷︷                             ︸

S3

+
∑

S ⊆V ,vi ∈S
S<C,S\{vi }<C

λS
(
0 − 0

)
︸                       ︷︷                       ︸

S4

.

See Figure 2 for an illustration. We can disregard the fourth case, S4, as it does not influence
SVi (f

L
G ). The key observations here is that the second term, S2, can be computed as follows:∑

S ⊆V ,vi<S,S∪{vi }<C,S ∈C

λS∪{vi }
(
0 − fG (S)

)
.

In so doing, the term S2 can be computed by iterating over connected coalitions, rather than

disconnected ones. The Shapley value formula can then be simplified as follows:

SVi (f
L
G ) =

∑
S ⊆V ,vi ∈S

S ∈C,S\{vi }∈C

λS
(
fG (S)− fG (S \{vi })

)
+

∑
S ⊆V ,vi ∈S

S ∈C,S\{vi }<C

λS fG (S) −
∑

S ⊆V ,vi<S
S∪{vi }<C,S ∈C

λS∪{vi } fG (S).

Consequently, we can now traverse only connected coalitions and obtain Equation (11). □

The above analysis shows that, in order to compute the Shapley value in connectivity games,

it is crucial to not only enumerate all connected subgraphs, but also identify the cut vertices

of each enumerated subgraph. The challenge is then to efficiently combine the enumeration of

7
The decomposition in Proposition 6.1 was already used in [33] but without a formal proof.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of different types of the marginal contribution in game f LG for a sample graph G:
the marginal contribution of v5 to coalition {v3,v4} equals fG ({v3,v4,v5}) − fG ({v3,v4}) (case S1), and
of v1 equals 0 − fG ({v3,v4}) (case S2); the marginal contribution of v2 to coalition {v1,v3,v4} equals
fG ({v1,v2,v3,v4}) − 0 (case S3), and of v5 equals 0 − 0 (case S4).

induced connected subgraphs with the identification of cut vertices. To this end, Michalak et al.

[33] combined Moerkotte and Neumann’s algorithm for enumerating connected induced subgraphs

with algorithm for identifying cut vertices by Hopcroft and Tarjan [18]. As we mentioned earlier in

the introduction, the former algorithm is based on breadth-first search, whereas the latter is based

on depth-first search. As such, due to their orthogonal design principles, the two algorithms are

hard to combine without a computational overhead; see the work [33] for more details.

As opposed to Moerkotte and Neumann’s algorithm for enumerating connected induced subgraphs,

which uses breadth-first search, our DFSE algorithm uses depth-first search, making it compatible

with algorithm for identifying cut vertices by Hopcroft and Tarjan [18]. More specifically, by using

our depth-first-search enumeration, the edges that are used to enlarge the subgraph are guaranteed

to form a Trémaux tree—an important structure in graph theory, which is used in Hopcroft and

Tarjan’s algorithm. In more detail, a Trémaux tree, T , of a graph, G, is a rooted spanning tree—a

subgraph consisting of all nodes and a subset of edges, which forms a tree rooted at one of its

nodes—which satisfies the following property: for any two nodes that have an edge between them

in G, one of them is an ancestor of the other in T ; see the appendix for an illustrated example.
8

Now, let us show how this property of a Trémaux tree facilitates the identification of cut vertices

in a subgraph. To this end, let v be an arbitrary node in G, and consider a subtree, S , rooted at a

child of v in T . The removal of v fromG disconnects nodes from S if and only if there is no edge in

G that connects S to other parts of the graph. From the property of Trémaux tree, all such potential

edges would go to the ancestors of v (we will call them backedges). Thus, to identify cut vertices, it

suffices to know the node nearest to the root that can be reached from the children’s subtrees. This

information can be easily updated recursively when we backtrack in a depth-first search—for the

subtree rooted at v , it is one of the nodes connected to v or one of the nearest nodes that can be

reached from its subtrees.

The pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 4. New lines compared to DFSE have been highlighted.

To gather extra information, we expand the recursive function from Algorithm 1 by three new

parameters. The parameter Neiдhbors keeps track of the neighbors of S in the same way as in

Algorithm 3—see the description therein for details. Let us discuss the other two new parameters.

Assume that the root of a tree is on level 1, and its children are on level 2, and so on. Now, for each

node, v , at the position k on the path, the position k on the list low keeps track of the level of the

node nearest to the root that can be reached from v or the children’s subtrees; we will denote this

value low(v). When a new node is added to the path (lines 8 and 14) low(v) is initialized to infinity.

Then, it is updated in two situations. First, when an edge from v to its ancestor is analyzed—if this

ancestor, u, is closer to the root than the previously found (stored on the list low), then low(v) on

8
Note that breath-first-search enumeration does not create a Trémaux tree. In result, it is not possible create a breadth-first

search algorithm to identify cut-vertices to combine it with Moerkotte and Neumann’s algorithm.
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ALGORITHM 4: The depth-first-search algorithm for calculating the Shapley Value in a connectiv-
ity game (DFS-Shapley)

Input: Graph G = (V ,E); characteristic function for the connectivity game f LG
Output: The Shapley value SVi (f

L
G ) for every vi ∈ V

1 DFS-Shapley(G) begin
2 Sort V by degree descendingly, and re-index the nodes accordingly;

3 for i ← 1 to |V | do SVi (f
L
G ) = 0;

4 for i ← 1 to |V | do
5 Sort N (vi ) by degree descendingly, and assign the sorted list to parameterM(vi );

6 for i ← 1 to |V | do
7 S ← {vi };

8 ExpandSubдraph(G, (vi ), S, {v1, . . . ,vi−1}, 1, ∅, (∞), ∅ );

9 ExpandSubдraph(G,path, S, Forbidden, indexOfFirstNeighbor, Neiдhbors, low, SC ) begin

10 v ← path.last(); l ← low .last();

11 for indexOfCurrentNeighbor ← indexOfFirstNeighbor to |M(v)| do
12 u ← M(v).дet(indexOfCurrentNeighbor);
13 if (u < S) ∧ (u < Forbidden) then
14 ExpandSubдraph(G,path ∪ {u}, S ∪ {u}, Forbidden, 1, Neiдhbors, low ∪ {∞}, SC );

15 Forbidden← Forbidden ∪ {u}; Neiдhbors ← Neiдhbors ∪ {u};

16 else if u ∈ Forbidden then Neiдhbors ← Neiдhbors ∪ {u};

17 else if path.дetIndex(u) < low .last() then

18 l ← path.дetIndex(u);

19 low .updateLast(l);

20 path.removeLast(); low .removeLast();

21 if path.lenдth() > 0 then
22 w ← path.last();

23 if l ≥ path.lenдth() then SC .add(w);

24 else if l < low .last() then low .updateLast(l);

25 indexOfFirstNeighbor ← M(w).дetIndex(v) + 1;

26 ExpandSubдraph(G,path, S, Forbidden, indexOfFirstNeighbor , Neiдhbors, low, SC );

27 else
28 if v was added only once SC then SC .remove(v);

29 foreach vi ∈ SC do SVi (f
L
G ) ← SVi (f

L
G ) + λS (fG (S));

30 foreach vi ∈ S \ SC do SVi (f
L
G ) ← SVi (f

L
G ) + λS (fG (S) − fG (S \ {vi }));

31 foreach vi ∈ V \ (S ∪ Neiдhbors) do SVi (f
L
G ) ← SVi (f

L
G ) − λS∪{vi }(fG (S));

the list is updated to the level of u (lines 17–19). Second, when we backtrack from a child. This

case is handled in lines 20–26. In line 20, node v is removed from the path, and value low(v) is
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removed from the low , being earlier assigned to variable l . Since we backtrack from v , l contains
the correct value of low(v), as all its children and backedges have been already analyzed. Now, let

w be the last node on the path after this operation (in fact, this node is indeed assigned tow later

on in line 22). Then, low .last() keeps track of low(w), i.e., is equal to the level of the node nearest

to the root—from the nodes found so far—that can be reached fromw or the children’s subtrees. If l
is smaller than low .last(), i.e., low(v) < low(w), it means that a node nearer to the root than the

previously found can be reached using the v’s subtree. That is why low .last() is updated (line 24).

Let us discuss the third and the last parameter: SC . Set SC contains all cut vertices from S . As
discussed earlier, a node, w , is a cut vertex if and only if it has a child, v , for whom the node

nearest to the root that can be reached from this child or the children’s subtrees isw . Using our

notation, this happens if and only if low(v) is equal to the level of w . In the pseudocode, having

been initialized to the empty set in line 8, SC is modified only when the algorithm backtracks in

lines 20–26: ifw,v are the last two nodes on the path (in that order) in line 20, thenw is a parent

of v , from which we backtrack. If low(v), stored in l , is larger or equal to the level of w , equal

to the position of w on the path, i.e., length of the path in line 23, then w is a cut vertex and it

is added to SC . This reasoning applies to all nodes which are not the root of the Tremaux tree,

i.e., the first node on the path. This is because, for all such nodes, removingw would disconnects

node v from the rest of the subgraph. However, the root is added to the set SC for every child,

and it is a cut vertex, if and only if it has more than one child in the Tremaux tree. That is why,

in line 28 we remove the root from SC if it was added only once. Finally, for every enumerated

induced connected subgraph, in lines 29–31 the Shapley value is updated based on sets Neiдhbors
and SC , according to the Proposition 6.1.

Compared to our DFSE algorithm from Section 4.1, the asymptotic time of our DFS-Shapley

algorithm has not changed with respect to the enumeration of connected subgraphs, i.e., it is

O(|C||E |).9

7 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We test the performance of our algorithms on three types of randomly-generated networks, typically

studied in the complex-networks literature as they cover a wide spectrum of structural features of

real-life networks [30, 35], namely:

(1) Scale-free networks generated using the Barabási-Albert model [5]. These networks, built

gradually, a node after a node, are parametrised with two parameters, (n,k), where n is the total

number of nodes, and k is the number of links added with each node;

(2) Small-world networks, generated using the Watts-Strogatz model [54]. These networks are

parametrised with three parameters, (n,d, r ), where n is the number of nodes, d is the average

degree, and r is the rewiring probability;
(3) Random graphs generated using the Erdős-Rényi model [13]. These networks, in which each

edge exists with a certain probability, independently of other edges, are parametrised with two

parameters, (n,d), where n is the number of nodes, and d is the expected average degree.

For each type of randomly-generated networks, we run the algorithms over 100 such networks. All

experiments are carried out on 3,5 GHz Intel Core i5 with 16 GB 2400 MHz DDR4 RAM.

9
Note, that to obtain a constant time of path .дet Index (u) operation in line 17, the parameter path should be enriched

with an associative array or alternatively additional array of nodes’ levels can be passed along.
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(a) Scale-free graphs (the number of edges

added with each node is 4).
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(b) Erdős-Rényi graphs (the expected average

degree is 4).
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(c) Scale-free graphs (the number of edges

added with each node is 4).
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(d) Erdős-Rényi graphs (the expected average

degree is 10).

Fig. 3. For different numbers of players (the x-axis), the figures depict the runtime of the algorithms in
seconds (the y-axis). Pseudocodes of our algorithms—DFSE, DFS-Myerson and DFS-Shapley—can be found in
Algorithms 1, 3, and 4. BFSE was proposed by Moerkotte and Neumann [34]. BFS-Shapley was proposed by
Michalak et al. [33].

Our experiments show that the DFSE algorithm outperforms the BFSE one. In particular, Figure 3

(a) depicts the running time for sparse scale-free graphs, typically used to model contact networks

(see the work by Leary et al. [25] for examples). As can be seen, as n increases, the ratio of both

algorithms does not change and oscillates between 2.7 and 3.0. For instance, for n = 30, our DFSE

algorithm takes on average 25 seconds, while it takes 74 seconds for BFSE enumeration to finish.

Figure 3 (b) depicts the running time for more dense random Erdős-Rényi graphs. For smaller

graphs DFSE is only marginally faster than BFSE. However, for larger graphs (n > 23) the difference

is visible and exceeds 1.7.

In Figure 3 (c) and (d) we compare the performance of our new algorithm—DFS-Shapley—for

calculating the Shapley value with the algorithm proposed by Michalak et al. [33], based on BFSE

and denoted by BFS-Shapley. As we can see, our DFS-Shapley algorithm is 4 times faster in sparse

graphs (part (c)) and 3 times faster in dense graphs (part (d)). Importantly, only part of the advantage

comes from the faster enumeration algorithm. Moreover, the advantage increases very slightly with

the number of nodes. This can be justified as follows: although the pessimistic number of steps for

every found connected subgraph in both enumeration algorithms equals O(|E |), for sparse graphs,
this number does not exceed a small constant. Thus, searching separately for the cut vertices, which

is a part of BFS-Shapley, is an additional action which takes linear time in respect to the number
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Network |V | |E | |C| DFSE BFSE DFS-Myerson DFS-Shapley BFS-Shapley

Women [10] 18 139 0.2M 0.08 0.51 0.15 0.20 1.65

CEOs [15] 26 284 67M 17.56 47.95 26.91 50.90 161.54

WTC [23] 36 64 401M 12.17 36.11 41.89 65.52 320.84

Karate [56] 34 78 3923M 132.88 533.38 390.01 681.68 3065.77

Table 1. The runtime (in seconds) of DFSE, BFSE, DFS-Myerson, DFS-Shapley, and BFS-Shapley algorithms
for small real-life social network datasets from the literature.

of edges, i.e., O(|E |). On the other hand, our new algorithm performs only O(|V |) steps updating
Shapley value for all the nodes. For small-world graphs results are comparable to Erdős-Rényi

graphs and can be found in the appendix.

We also report the performance of the DFS-Myerson algorithm. Note that since this algorithms is

the first general algorithm for computing the Myerson value, there is no algorithm to compare it

with. We observe that DFS-Myerson is slower than DFSE, that only enumerates induced connected

subgraphs, as for each found subgraph it has to update the Shapley value for all nodes. However, as

expected earlier, it is only slightly faster than DFS-Shapley, that requires finding pivotal nodes. This

is because additional structures (low, SC) need to be passed recursively which slightly increases

the runtime of the algorithm.

Table 1 shows the running time of all five algorithms for various small real-life social networks

from the literature. Results are consistent with the experiments for random networks. Recall that

the pessimistic time complexity of all algorithms is O(|C||E |). Thus, the algorithms performance

depends not only on the number of nodes and edges in the graph, but also on the number of induced

connected subgraphs, |C|, as can be seen in Table 1.

A more extensive empirical evaluation of the algorithms introduced in this article can be found in

the appendix.

8 THE MYERSON AND SHAPLEY VALUES AS CENTRALITY MEASURES—A
COMPARISON BASED ON THE APPLICATION TO TERRORIST NETWORKS

In this section, we present a sample application of the algorithms. In particular, we compare the

performance of the Shapley value and the Myerson value as the tools to identify key figures

in terrorist networks. The possibility to apply social network analysis techniques to investigate

criminal and terrorist networks has raised much interest in the literature [40]. A particular attention

has been paid to the problem of identifying key terrorists [24, 32, 42]. This not only helps to

understand the hierarchy within these organizations but also allows for a more efficient deployment

of scarce investigation resources.

One possible approach to the above problem is to infer the importance of different individuals using

centrality analysis, i.e., from the topology of the covert network [23, 51]. However, Lindelauf et al.

[26] argued that classic centrality measures are inadequate in the context of terrorist networks and

proposed to use the Shapley value in connectivity games instead. The aim was to develop a more

sophisticated, parametrised centrality measure that delivers new insights when compared to classic

measures. Unfortunately, with no existing dedicated algorithm for the Shapley value in connectivity

games, the analysis presented by Lindelauf et al. [26] was limited only to few specifications of the

connectivity game (i.e. the forms of the value function). However, using the algorithms proposed

in this article, we are able to analyse a much wider spectrum of the value functions (Section 8.1).
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Furthermore, we are also able to compare the Shapley value-based centrality measure to a measure

based on the Myerson value (Section 8.2).

In what follows, we will often refer to “the Shapley value in connectivity games (by Amer and

Giménez [2])” as simply “the Shapley value”.

8.1 The Analysis of the Shapley Value/Connectivity Game-Based Centrality for
Terrorist Networks

Lindelauf et al. [26] seeks the centrality measure for terrorist networks that takes into account the

following two factors:

• a “connectivity” factor—the measure should be able to quantify the role of individual terrorists

in connecting various groups of nodes within the network; and

• an “extra-information” factor—the mesure should be able to take into account any additional

intelligence available about individual terrorists (such as experience, ‘combat training, etc.).

The authors argued that the Shapley value for connectivity game f LG , as defined by formula (3),

accounts for both these factors. As for the “connectivity” factor, f LG assigns high marginal contribu-

tions to cut vertices in a given coalition. As a result, the nodes which are the cut vertices more often

than others will have the relatively higher Shapley values (hence, they will be relatively higher in

the ranking of nodes). As for the second factor, one can manipulate function fG (S) in formula (3)

to incorporate any available additional information about the nodes and links between them. In

particular, Lindelauf et al. studied the following alternative definitions of fG (S), where ωi j and ωi
denote weights of edges and nodes, respectively:

(i) fG (S) =
|E(S ) |∑

{vi ,vj }∈E(S ) ωi j
, (ii) fG (S) =

∑
vi ∈S ωi ,

(iii) fG (S) = max{vi ,vj }∈E(S )ωi j , (iv) fG (S) =
(
max{vi ,vj }∈E(S )ωi j

) (∑
vi ∈S ωi

)
.

(12)

Different forms of function fG reflect the fact that available data on terrorist networks differs

considerably from case to case (see the appendix for more details).

In the remainder of this section, we use Algorithm 4 to study a wider variety of fG functions. In

particular, we propose the following generalized form of fG :

fG (S) = (|S |)
α × (|E(S)|)β ×

(∑
vi ∈S

ωi

|S |

)γ
×

©«
∑

{vi ,vj }∈E(S )

ωi j

|E(S)|

ª®¬
δ

, (13)

where α , β,γ ,δ ∈ R are parameters for exponents. We note that the third and fourth components of

the above product are average weights of node and edge in the subgraph, respectively. By varying

those parameters we can obtain many different forms of fG , including functions (12) (i) and (12) (ii)
analyzed by Lindelauf et al.10 Naturally, in the simplest form, when all parameters equal zero, then

formula (13) becomes the generic connectivity game by Amer and Giménez, i.e. fG (S) = 1.

In our simulations, we set α and β to be integer values between −2 and 2 and we impose the

additional condition that α + β ≥ 0 in order to preserve monotonicity. Now, the average weights of

nodes and of edges, if appear, either multiply or divide the product of the first two components.

Thus, γ ,δ ∈ {−1, 0,+1}. Overall, we study 135 different definitions of fG . For each configuration of

parameters, we calculate the ranking of nodes obtained using formula (13) and compare it with

10
Function (12) (i) is obtained by setting δ = −1 and α = β = γ = 0 and function (12) (ii) by setting α = γ = 1 and

β = δ = 0.
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α\β 2 1 0 -1 -2 2 1 0 -1 -2

γ \δ 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1

2 1 |0 |-1 6.0 6.0 5.9 5.9 4.9 1.3-1.3 1.3-1.3 1.3-1.3 0.7-1.3 1.3-2.5

1 1 |0 |-1 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.1 — 1.3-1.3 1.3-1.3 1.0-1.3 0.8-2.0 —

0 1 |0 |-1 6.0 6.0 5.7 — — 1.3-1.3 1.0-1.3 0.0-1.0 — —

-1 1 |0 |-1 6.0 6.0 — — — 1.3-1.3 0.3-1.3 — — —

-2 1 |0 |-1 6.0 — — — — 0.7-1.3 — — — —

(a) The average intersection of rankings (b) The average distance in positions

Table 2. The Shapley value/connectivity game-based approach. The comparison of the top 6 terrorists returned
by the parametrized characteristic function from formula (13) with the top 6 terrorists returned by the simple
0-1-connectivity game in formula (2).

the ranking for the 0-1-connectivity game in formula (2). Since the main goal of this exercise is

to identify key players, in our comparison we focus on the

√
|V | = 6 terrorists that were ranked

highest by both methods.

With Algorithm 4, we are able to work with the bigger version of the terrorist network responsible

for the 9/11 World Trade Center attacks [23], composed of 36 nodes and 64 edges.
11
In Table 2, we

report the following results of the simulations:

• In each cell of Table 2 (a), we present the average size of the intersection of the top 6 terrorists in

both rankings, i.e. in the ranking obtained from formula (13) and in the ranking obtained from

the 0-1-connectivity game. For instance, the cell in the third row and the third column shows

the average intersection of rankings for α = β = 2 and nine combinations of γ and δ , i.e., (1, 1),
(1, 0), (1,−1), (0, 1), (0, 0), (0,−1), (−1, 1), (−1, 0), and (−1,−1). The average intersection in this

particular cell is 6 which says that, for all the nine combinations of parameters, formula (13)

returned exactly the same ranking as the 0-1-connectivity game in formula (2). In fact, we

observe that the top 6 members have changed only in 15% of the tests. In other words, in 85% of

cases, the top 6 nodes returned by the parametrised formula (13) are exactly the same as the

top 6 nodes returned by the simple 0-1-connectivity game in formula (2). Furthermore, in only

about 2% of the cases, both ranking differed with more than 1 terrorist.

• To examine the differences between the positions of top 6 terrorists in both rankings,
12

in

Table 2 (b), we calculate the average distance between the positions of top 6 terrorists in both

rankings. Here, each cell presents the maximum and minimum value of this average. We observe

that, not only the top 6 terrorist rarely differ, but the change of their positions in the rankings

are usually minor. In more detail, the average change of position rarely exceeded 1.3.

The above results suggest that, for such networks as the WTC one, the choice of fG (S) essentially
does not matter. The main reason behind this phenomenon appears to be the fact that f LG assigns

relatively very high contributions to pivotal players, and only incremental marginal contributions to

non-pivotal players. This seems to be magnified by the fact that we deal here with a sparse network.

Specifically, in this network, out of all 6 billions induced subgraphs, only 0.6% are connected.

11
Note that the 19 node version of this network studied by Lindelauf et al. [26] was composed only the planes’ hijackers.

The bigger network studied in this article contains also many other individuals involved in the preparation of the attack.

12
Observe that their positions could differ although the rankings were composed of the same 6 terrorists.
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α\β 2 1 0 -1 -2 2 1 0 -1 -2

γ \δ 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1 1 |0 |-1

2 1 |0 |-1 4.8 4.7 4.3 1.1 0.0 1.2-2.3 1.0-2.2 0.8-4.2 7-24 24-28

1 1 |0 |-1 5.0 4.9 1.1 0.0 — 1.2-2.8 1.0-2.8 8.8-28 21-28 —

0 1 |0 |-1 4.4 4.2 0.0 — — 1.7-3.7 2.5-8.2 24-30 — —

-1 1 |0 |-1 3.3 0.8 — — — 2.0-7.0 13-26 — — —

-2 1 |0 |-1 1.1 — — — — 11-22 — — — —

(a) The average intersection of rankings (b) The average distance in positions

Table 3. The Myerson value-based approach. The comparison of the top 6 terrorists returned by the
parametrized characteristic function from formula (1) with the top 6 terrorists returned by the simple
0-1-connectivity game in formula (2).

Furthermore, the average number of pivotal players in a connected subgraph is high (8 to be

precise). Such nodes that are often crucial from the connectivity point of view will have a high

ranking as they will be awarded positive marginal contributions (that equal to the entire value of

the coalition), irrespective of the form of f LG .

To summarise our analysis of the Shapley value in connectivity games used as a centrality measure,

we conclude that this approach mainly focuses on the role of nodes in connecting the network.

The exact values of the characteristic function will play the secondary, if not negligible, role. In

our sample terrorist network application, it means that the result is most often driven by the

“connectivity” factor and, in such cases, the “extra information” factor plays a negligible role.

8.2 The Analysis of the Myerson Value Centrality for Terrorist Networks

Let us now perform a similar analysis to the one in the previous section, but now using the Myerson

value as the measure of centrality for terrorist networks. The results are presented in Table 3 in the

same way as in Table 2. We observe that this measure is more sensitive to changes of fG (S) than the

Shapley value. In particular, the average intersection of the top 6 terrorists in both rankings—i.e.,

in the ranking obtained from formula (13) and in the ranking from the 0-1-connectivity game—is

much lower in Table 2 (b) for the Myerson value than in Table 2 (a) for the Shapley value. This

means that, when we modify the characteristic function, the ranking typically changes—the result

that we have been looking for. This if further confirmed by the average distances between the

positions of top 6 terrorists in both rankings—they are now much higher than in Table 2 (b), i.e. the

positons of top 6 terrorists significantly differ, on average.

Our results suggest that the Myerson value does not favour pivotal players as much as the Shapley

value, i.e. the “connectivity” factor becomes relatively less dominant in the evaluation of the nodes.

This means that the Myerson value and not the Shapley value seems to be better suited to analyse

covert networks in which the “extra-information” factor (and not only the “connectivity” factor)

should be taken into account On the other hand, the Shapley value may be used in dense network—

to highlight the hidden “connectivity” factor—or in application where “extra-information” are not

important or available. Also, we refer the reader to the recent work that suggest that, in general,

centralities based on the coalitional game theory are good choice when the nodes are assessed

based on some property that adheres to Myerson’s notion of Fairness [46].
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9 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we developed a depth-first search algorithm, called DFSE, for enumerating all

connected induced subgraphs in any given graph. Building upon DFSE, we developed two additional

algorithms. The first, called DFS-Myerson, computes theMyerson value in aMyerson game, whereas

the second algorithm, called DFS-Shapley, computes the Shapley value in a connectivity game.

Our empirical evaluation showed that DFSE outperforms the previous state-of the-art algorithm

in the literature due to Moerkotte and Neumann [34] based on the breadth first search. Likewise,

our empirical evaluation showed that DFS-Shapley outperforms the only available alternative in

the literature, due to Michalak et al. [33]. As for our DFS-Myerson algorithm, no other alternative

exists in the literature to date.

We hope that our algorithm will make it possible to apply the Myerson value to new more complex

applications and verify its usefulness. However, an important limitation of the exact computation

of the Myerson and Shapley values in arbitrary graph-restricted games is the exponential time

complexity, caused by the exponential input size. To address this limitation, in our future work, we

plan to consider approximation algorithms and further study the computational properties of these

values but for specific characteristic functions and classes of graphs. For instance, it is interesting

to develop a centrality measure dedicated to covert networks analysis that is based on the Myerson

or the Shapley value but that can be computed in the polynomial time.
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APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF MAIN NOTATION

G An arbitrary graph.

V The set of nodes in G.

E The set of edges in G.

S A coalition, i.e., a subset of nodes.

2
V

The set of all subsets of nodes.

E(S) The set of all edges between members of S .

G(S) The subgraph of G that is induced by S , i.e., G(S) = (S,E(S)).

K(S) The partition of S whose subsets induce the connected components in G(S).

vi A node in the graph.

N (vi ) The set of neighbors of node vi .

M(vi ) The set of neighbors of node vi sorted descendingly based on their degree.

N (S) The set of neighbors of coalition S , i.e., N (S) =
⋃

vi ∈S N (vi ) \ S .

C The set of all connected induced subgraphs of G.

f The characteristic function, which specifies the value of every coalition.

fG The function that specifies the value of every connected coalition of G.

SVi (f ) The Shapley value of node vi .

MVi (fG ) The Myerson value of node vi .

f MG The characteristic function of a Myerson game (M stands for Myerson).

f LG The characteristic function of a connectivity game (L stands for Lindelauf et al.).

f AG
The characteristic function of a 0-1-connectivity game (A stands for Amer and

Giménez).

π A permutation of nodes from V .

Π The set of all permutations of V .

Sπi The coalition consisting of vi and all the players that precede vi in permutation π .

ωi The weight of the node vi ∈ V .

ωi j The weight of the edge {vi ,vj } ∈ E.
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APPENDIX: DFSE ALGORITHM—AN ILLUSTRATION

Figure 4 provides a graphical overview of the workings of DFSE, by illustrating how the state of

(S, Forbidden) is modified during the execution of the recursive function ExpandSubgraph.

S ={v1}
Forbidden = !

S ={v1,v2}
Forbidden = !

S ={v1}
Forbidden ={v2}

S ={v1,v2,v3}
Forbidden = !

S ={v1,v2}
Forbidden ={v3}

path.removeLast( ) path.removeLast( )

. . . 

path.removeLast( )

. . . . . . 

path.removeLast( )

S ={v1,v3}
Forbidden = {v2}

. . . . . . 

path.removeLast( )

S ={v2}
Forbidden = {v1}

start

. . . 

S ={v1}
Forbidden = {v2,v3}

. . . 
. . . 

path.removeLast( )

. . . 

. . . . . . 

path.removeLast( )path.removeLast( )

Fig. 4. A graphical overview of the workings of DFSE, which illustrates how the state of (S, Forbidden) is
changed during the execution of the recursive function ExpandSubgraph. Here, every rectangle represents a
certain state of (S, Forbidden). For every such state, the process can be divided into two processes: the first
adds a node to S and to path (in line 13), whereas the second adds that node to Forbidden (in line 14) to ensure
that it is never added again to S ; this division is illustrated by the vertical arrow pointing downwards, which
then splits into two. The only exception is when lines 13 and 14 are not executed, in which case the last node
in path is removed (in line 15), after which either S is printed (in line 21), or ExpandSubgraph is called with
the same instance of (S, Forbidden) but with the new path (in line 19); this is illustrated by the rounded arrow,
which returns to the same rectangle because S and Forbidden remain unchanged.
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Figure 5 depicts a sample graph, G, and illustrates how DFSE generates each of the subgraphs

containing v1. In each subfigure, the white nodes are those in the subgraph S , whereas the black
nodes are those in Forbidden. Here, arrows represent the moves made by DFSE, which are either an

expansion move (represented by an arrow pointing downward) or a backtracking move (represented
by an arrow pointing upward). The algorithm starts by setting S = {v1} (in line 6), and then makes

the first call to the function ExpandSubgraph (in line 7), which is responsible for generating all

subgraphs containing v1. In more detail, this function generates all subgraphs depicted in Figure 5,

in their respective order. As a concrete example, let us describe how the first such subgraph is

generated:

• The arrow labeled 1 represents the 1
st
move, which expands S by adding to it the first neighbor

ofv1, namelyv2 (this is carried out in lines 11–13, by settingu = v2 and then making a recursive

call with S ∪ {u});
• In a similar manner, the arrows labeled 2 and 3 represent the 2

nd
and 3

rd
moves, whereby S

is expanded by adding to it v4 and v3, respectively. At this point, path = (v1,v2,v4,v3) and
S = {v1,v2,v3,v4};
• Since there are no neighbors of v3 that can be added to S , we reach line 15, where the algorithm

starts backtracking. This is done in the 4
th
move, whereby the last node in path is removed (the

removal is carried out in lines 15–19);

• Likewise, since there are no neighbors of v4 that can be added to S , the 5th move backtracks to

v2;
• The 6

th
move expands S by adding to it v5. At this point, path = (v1,v2,v5) and S = {v1,v2,v3,

v4,v5};
• Since there are no neighbors of v5 to be added to S , the algorithm backtracks to v2 in the 7

th

move;

• Following the same reasoning, the algorithm backtracks to v1 in the 8
th
move. At this point,

path = (v1) and S = {v1,v2,v3,v4,v5};
• Finally, since there are no neighbors ofv1 that can be added to S , in line 15, path becomes empty

and the algorithm outputs S = {v1,v2,v3,v4,v5}.

In this example, every move in which the algorithm expands the subgraph—namely, the 1
st
, the 2

nd
,

the 3
rd
and the 6

th
move—is made via a recursive call to ExpandSubgraph, whereby a node, u, is

added to S (line 13). Each such call ultimately enumerates all connected induced subgraphs whose

nodes form a superset of S ∪ {u}. After that, the algorithm reaches line 14, where the node u is

added to the list Forbidden, to ensure that none of the subsequently-enumerated subgraphs contains

u. For instance, the 2nd move addsv2 to S via a recursive call to ExpandSubgraph; this call ultimately

enumerates all subgraphs containing {v1,v2}, i.e., those depicted in the subfigures (a) to (h) of

Figure 5. After that, v2 is added to Forbidden, to ensure that none of the subsequently-generated
subgraphs contain v2 (see how v2 is highlighted in black in subfigures (i) to (n) of Figure 5).

For comparison purposes, Figure 6 illustrates how BFSE generates each of the subgraphs containing

v1 for the same graphG . In each subgraph, the white nodes are those in the setOld ∪New , whereas

the black nodes are those in Forbidden, but not inOld ∪New . Arrows represent the moves made by

BFSE. In each such move the whole set of neighbors of nodes from the already-found subgraph is

considered and a different subset of those nodes is added to a subgraph. In particular, graphs (b), (d),

(f), (g), (i), (k), (m) correspond to 7 different non-empty subsets of neighbors of v1, i.e., {v2,v3,v5}.
For each such a subset further neighbors are considered. For 6 cases new neighbor—v4—is found.
For case (f) (i.e., subset {v5}) no new nodes can be reached.
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Fig. 5. A sample graph, G, along with an illustration of how DFSE generates the subgraphs that contain v1
(the order of the subgraphs follows the order in which DFSE generates those subgraphs). In each subfigure,
the white nodes are those in the subgraph, S , whereas the black nodes are those in Forbidden. Here, arrows
represent the moves made by DFSE; these are either an expansion move (represented by an arrow pointing
downward) or a backtracking move (represented by an arrow pointing upward).
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Fig. 6. A sample graph, G, along with an illustration of how BFSE generates the subgraphs that contain v1
(the order of the subgraphs follows the order in which BFSE generates those subgraphs). In each subfigure,
the white nodes are those in the subgraph, Old ∪ New , whereas the black nodes are those in Forbidden, but
not in Old ∪ New . Here, arrows represent the moves made by BFSE.
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APPENDIX: PROOFS

Proof of Lemma 4.1. It is easily verifiable that the above conditions are satisfied every time

ExpandSubgraph is called in line 7. It remains to show that if those conditions are satisfied in

the header of the function (i.e., satisfied in line 8), then they are also satisfied in the recursive calls

of the function (i.e., in lines 13 and 19). To this end, we will consider each condition separately.

(a) Assume that S ∩ Forbidden = ∅ in line 8. Then, all we need to show is that this equality holds in

the next recursive call to ExpandSubgraph. This call can be made in either line 13 or line 19. As

for the call in line 13, the condition in line 12 ensures that (S ∪ {u}) ∩ Forbidden = ∅. As for
the call in line 19, the set S remains unchanged compared to its initial state in line 8, unlike

the set Forbidden which may have been modified by adding to it (one or more) nodes in line 14.

However, each of these nodes is surely not in S ; this is guaranteed by the condition in line 12.

Consequently, in line 19 we have: S ∩ Forbidden = ∅.

(b) Assume that in line 8 we have: path ⊆ S and that the nodes in the parameter path actually

do form a path in G. It remains to show that the same holds in the next recursive call to

ExpandSubgraph (either in line 13 or 19). As for the call in line 13, since path ⊆ S , then clearly:

path ∪ {u} ⊆ S ∪ {u}. Moreover, since the nodes in path form a path in G, and since u is a

neighbor of the last node in path, then the nodes in path ∪ {u} also form a path in G. As for
the call in line 19, the set S remains unchanged compared to its initial state in line 8, whereas

path is modified by removing from it the last node (line 15). Consequently in line 19, after the

removal of this last node, we still have path ⊆ S and the nodes in path still form a path in G.

(c) Assume that in line 8 we have: S ∈ C. Then, we need to show that in the recursive call to

ExpandSubgraph (either in line 13 or 19), we still have S ∈ C. As for the call in line 13, observe

that the last node in path, namely v , is in S (because we have already shown that path ⊆ S).
This, as well as the fact that G(S) is connected, implies that G(S ∪ {u}) is also connected, since

u is a neighbor of v . As for the call in line 19, it suffices to note that S remains unchanged

compared to line 8.

(d) Let v be the last node in path in line 8 (in fact, this node is indeed assigned to v later on in

line 9). Now, considering the following condition (we will call it Condition (d’)):

(d’) For every i = 1, . . . , |path | − 1, the nodes that are located in M(path[i]) at indices:

1, . . . ,M(path[i]).дetIndex(path[i + 1]) − 1 are processed.

We will prove simultaneously that Conditions (d) and (d’) hold when ExpandSubgraph is

called. In the initial calls of ExpandSubgraph in line 7, those conditions trivially hold, since

indexOfFirstNeighbor = 1 and |path | = 1. Thus, assuming that Conditions (d) and (d’) hold in

line 8, we only need to prove that they hold in lines 13 and 19.

First, consider the call in line 13. Here, Condition (d) trivially holds because we have:

indexOfFirstNeighbor = 1. It remains to show that Condition (d’) also holds in line 13. At

this line, path is the same as in line 8 except for the new node, namely u, which is now added at

the end of path. Since Condition (d’) holds in line 8, then in line 13, for every i = 1, . . . , |path | −2
the nodes that are located inM(path[i]) at indices 1, . . . ,M(path[i]).дetIndex(path[i + 1]) − 1
are processed. It remains to show that the same holds for i = |path | − 1. Now since in line 13

we have: v = path[|path | − 1] and u = path[|path |], then we only need to show that, in line 13,

the nodes that are located in M(v) at indices 1, . . . ,M(v).дetIndex(u) − 1 are processed. To

this end, since Condition (d) holds in line 8, then the nodes that are located inM(v) at indices
1, . . . , indexO f FirstNeiдhbor − 1 are processed. As for the remaining nodes, i.e., those located
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in M(v) at indices: indexO f FirstNeiдhbor , . . . , M(v).дetIndex(u) − 1, each of them was con-

sidered in the previous iterations of the for-loop (lines 10-14), and was added to Forbidden (in

line 14) unless it was already in S or in Forbidden (see line 12); either way the node is processed.

Consequently, Condition (d’) holds in line 13.

Now, consider the call in line 19. At this line, path is the same as in line 8 except for the node v
which is now removed from path. This, as well as the fact that Condition (d’) holds in line 8,

imply that Condition (d’) also holds in line 19. It remains to show that Condition (d) also holds

in line 19. At this line, w is the last node in path, which implies that, in line 8, w was the

predecessor of v in path. This, as well as the fact that Condition (d’) holds in line 8, imply that

the nodes located inM(w) at indices: 1, . . . ,M(w).дetIndex(v) − 1 are all processed in line 19.

Next, we will show that the node located inM(w) at index:M(w).дetIndex(v) is also processed

in line 19. This node is v , and we will show that it is processed by showing that v ∈ S in line 19.

To this end, note that v ∈ path in line 9, and we know from Condition (b) of Lemma 4.1 that

path ⊆ S in line 9. Consequently, v ∈ S in line 9. This, as well as the fact that S in line 19

remains unchanged compared to line 9, imply that v ∈ S in line 19, which is what we wanted to

show. So far, we have shown that the nodes in M(w) at indices: 1, . . . ,M(w).дetIndex(v) are
processed in line 19. This, as well as line 18, imply that in line 19 the nodes located inM(w) at
indices: 1, . . . , indexOfFirstNeighbor − 1 are processed in line 19, meaning that Condition (d)

holds in line 19.

(e) Let v be a node in S \ path. Then, we need to show that all the nodes inM(v) are processed. To
this end, note that S and path initially contain the same node (see lines 6 and 7), and whenever

a node is added to S it is also added to path (see line 13). Thus, v must have been in path, and
must have then been removed from path. This removal could only have taken place in line 15,

as no other line involves removing any nodes from path. Based on this, it suffices to prove that

when v is removed from path in line 15, all the nodes inM(v) are already processed. We will

first prove this for the nodes located in M(v) at indices: 1, . . . , indexOfFirstNeighbor − 1, and
then prove it for the nodes located inM(v) at indices: indexOfFirstNeighbor, . . . , |M(v)|.
– The node v must have been the last node in path before its removal from path (because

this removal is carried out using the operation path.removeLast()). This, as well as Con-
dition (d) of Lemma 4.1, imply that in line 8 the nodes located in M(v) at indices: 1, . . . ,
indexOfFirstNeighbor − 1 are already processed. We need to prove that this is also the case in

line 15. To this end, note that in line 15 no element was removed from S nor from Forbidden,
compared to line 8. Therefore, if every node inM(v) at indices: 1, . . . , indexOfFirstNeighbor−1
is already processed in line 8 (i.e., is already in either S or Forbidden), then this must also be

the case in line 15.

– Every node located inM(v) at indices: indexOfFirstNeighbor, . . . , |M(v)| was assigned to u in

line 11, which was then added to Forbidden in line 14, unless u was already in Forbidden or in

S (see line 12). Thus, in line 15, every such node is already processed (i.e., is already in either

S or Forbidden).
With the above two points, we have shown that in line 15 all the nodes in M(v) are already
processed, which concludes the proof for Condition (e).

(f) Assume that in line 8 we have: |path | ≥ 1. It remains to show that in the next recursive call

to ExpandSubgraph (in either line 13 or 19) we also have: |path | ≥ 1 . As for line 13, path is

expanded compared to its initial state in line 8, and therefore: |path | ≥ 1. As for line 19, we

have |path | ≥ 1 (this is ensured by line 16).

□
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. From Condition (c) of Lemma 4.1, we know that every time function

ExpandSubgraph is called, S induces a connected subgraph. Consequently, at the end of the current

call, i.e., in line 21, S also induces a connected subgraph (because S remains unchanged compared to

line 8). This concludes the proof, since the current call only outputs S in line 21, and never outputs

any other subset in any other line. □

Proof of Theorem 4.3. First of all, note that the for-loop in lines 5–7 calls:

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (v1), {v1}, ∅, 1); then

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (v2), {v2}, {v1}, 1); then

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (v3), {v3}, {v1,v2}, 1); then

• . . .

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (vn), {vn}, {v1, . . . ,vn−1}, 1).

Thus, to prove the correctness of Theorem 4.3, it suffices to prove that the following condition

holds (we will call it Condition (g)):

(g) Every time ExpandSubgraph(G,path,S,Forbidden,indexOfFirstNeighbor) is called, every C ∈
C : (S ⊆ C) ∧ (C ∩ Forbidden = ∅) is outputted exactly once.

In so doing, we would prove that DFSE outputs, exactly once, every C ∈ C such that:

• {v1} ⊆ C; or

• {v2} ⊆ C and C ∩ {v1} = ∅; or

• {v3} ⊆ C and C ∩ {v1,v2} = ∅; or

• . . .

• {vn} ⊆ C and C ∩ {v1, . . . ,vn−1} = ∅,

which implies the correctness of Theorem 4.3. The proof proceeds by induction on |S | and |path |.
Specifically:

• In Step 1, we prove that Condition (g) holds when |S | = n, regardless of the other parameters

of ExpandSubgraph;

• In Step 2, assuming that Condition (g) holds when |S | > x (for some x < n) regardless of the
other parameters of ExpandSubgraph, we prove that Condition (g) also holds when |S | = x and

|path | = 1 regardless of the other parameters of ExpandSubgraph;

• In Step 3, assuming that Condition (g) holds when |S | > x (for some x < n), and when

|path | < y (for some y > 1) regardless of the other parameters of ExpandSubgraph, we prove
that Condition (g) also holds when |S | = x and |path | = y regardless of the other parameters of

ExpandSubgraph.

To visualize this inductive process, consider the illustration in Figure 7. Here:

• A circle located at (x ,y) represents a call to ExpandSubgraph where |S | = x and |path | = y in

line 8. Circles are only depicted at (|S |, |path |) : 1 ≤ |path | ≤ |S |; this is based on Conditions (b)

and (f) of Lemma 4.1, which state that |path | ≥ 1 and path ⊆ S whenever ExpandSubgraph is

called;
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• The recursive call in line 13 is represented by a diagonal arrow pointing towards the circle at

(|S | + 1, |path | + 1); this is because the recursive call is made while adding a node to both S and

path. Note that this recursive call can only be made if |S | < n in line 8 (because otherwise there

would not be any nodes to be added to S during the recursive call);

• The recursive call in line 19 is represented by an arrow pointing down towards the circle at

(|S |, |path | − 1); the arrow is pointing downwards because, when making the recursive call, S is

kept the same as in line 8, whereas the last node in path has been removed compared to line 8.

Note that this recursive call can only be made if |path | > 1 in line 8 (because otherwise lines 15

and 16 would prevent the recursive call from happening);

• Line 21 is represented by an arrow pointing down towards “print S”; the arrow is pointing

downwards because, when executing this line, S is kept the same as in line 8, whereas the last

node in path has been removed compared to line 8. Note that this line can only be executed

if |path | = 1 in line 8 (because otherwise lines 15 and 16 would prevent this line from being

executed);

• The colors of the circles correspond to the steps in our inductive proof of Condition (g). In

particular, Step 1 proves that the condition holds for the calls where |S | = n; Step 2 proves

that it holds for the calls where |S | < n and |path | = 1; Step 3 proves that it holds for the calls

where |S | < n and |path | > 1.

Figure 7 can help the reader visualize the steps of the proof as they are being made. Next, we

proceed with these steps.

Step 1: Assuming that in line 8 we have: |S | = n, we need to prove that Condition (g) holds

regardless of the other parameters of ExpandSubgraph. First of all, since |S | = n, then S = V . This,

in turn, implies that Forbidden = ∅ based of Condition (a) of Lemma 4.1. Now, let v be the last node

in path in line 8 (in fact, this node is indeed assigned to v later on in line 9). Since S = V , then all

the neighbors of v are in S . Consequently, when the algorithm proceeds to the for-loop in lines

10–14, the recursive call in line 13 is never invoked, regardless of the value of indexOfFirstNeighbor
(this is ensured by line 12). The algorithm then proceeds to line 15. Having established this fact, we

now proceed by induction on |path |. Specifically, in Step 1.1, we will prove that Condition (g) holds

when |S | = n and |path | = 1 regardless of the value of indexOfFirstNeighbor . After that in Step 1.2,
assuming that Condition (g) holds when |S | = n and |path | < y (for some y > 1) regardless of

the value of indexOfFirstNeighbor , we will prove that it also holds when |S | = n and |path | = y
regardless of the value of indexOfFirstNeighbor .

• Step 1.1: Assume that in line 8 we had: |path | = 1. Then, regardless of the value of

indexOfFirstNeighbor , we will have |path | = 0 after the execution of line 15. This implies

that the if-else statement in lines 16–21 will output S . Since the current call to ExpandSubgraph
terminates immediately afterwards, it never outputs S again. With this, we have shown that

the algorithm outputs S exactly once when |S | = n and |path | = 1 regardless of the value of

indexOfFirstNeighbor . Importantly, because of our assumption that S = V , we know that the set

of connected coalitions in Condition (g), i.e., {C ∈ C : (S ⊆ C) ∧ (C ∩ Forbidden = ∅)}, equals
{S}. Therefore, by proving that the current call to ExpandSubgraph outputs S exactly once when

|S | = n and |path | = 1 regardless of the value of indexOfFirstNeighbor , we actually prove that

Condition (g) holds when |S | = n and |path | = 1 regardless of the value of indexOfFirstNeighbor .

• Step 1.2: Assume that Condition (g) holds when |S | = n and |path | < y (for some y > 1)

regardless of the value of indexOfFirstNeighbor . Furthermore, assume that in line 8 we had:

|path | = y. Then, after the execution of line 15, we have: |path | = y − 1, which implies that
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(where a node is added to 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ and to 𝑆)
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recursive call to 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ in line 19 
(after removing the last node in 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ)

print S (this can only happen if 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ = 1, 
and after removing the last node in 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ)

print
S

a call of 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ (the circle’s 
position indicates 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ and 𝑆 in line 8

print
S

Fig. 7. In this plot, a circle located at (x ,y) represents a call to ExpandSubgraph where |S | = x and |path | = y
in line 8. Here, the recursive call in line 13 (which can only be made if |S | < n in line 8) is represented by a
diagonal arrow pointing towards the circle located at (|S | + 1, |path | + 1); this is because the call is made while
adding a node to both S and path. On the other hand, the recursive call in line 19 (which can only be made if
|path | > 1 in line 8) is represented by an arrow pointing down towards the circle located at (|S |, |path | − 1);
the arrow is pointing downwards because the call is made with the same S , but after removing the last node
in |path |. In contrast, line 21 (which can only be executed if |path | = 1 in line 8) is represented by an arrow
pointing down towards “print S”; the arrow is pointing downwards because line 21 is always executed after
decreasing |path | to 0. The colors of the circles correspond to the steps in our inductive proof of Condition (g).
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|path | > 0 (because y > 1). This, in turn, implies that the if-else statement in lines 16–21

will proceed to line 19. Here, ExpandSubgraph will be called with |S | = n and |path | = y − 1,
in which case Condition (g) is satisfied based on our assumption, regardless of the value

of indexOfFirstNeighbor . We have shown that if the Condition (g) holds when |S | = n and

|path | < y regardless of the value of indexOfFirstNeighbor , then it also holds when |S | = n and

|path | = y regardless of the value of indexOfFirstNeighbor .

Figure 7 highlights the circles that are handled by Step 1; these are the ones at which |S | = n. Out
of all these circles, the bottom one is handled by Step 1.1, whereas the remaining ones are handled

by Step 1.2.

Step 2: Assuming that Condition (g) holds when |S | > x (for some x < n) regardless of the other
parameters of ExpandSubgraph, we need to prove that it also holds when |S | = x and |path | = 1,

regardless of the other parameters of ExpandSubgraph. In other words, if we write C(S, Forbidden)
as a shorthand for {C ∈ C : (S ⊆ C) ∧ (C ∩ Forbidden = ∅)}, then given a call of ExpandSubgraph
in which |S | = x and |path | = 1 in line 8, we need to show that this call outputs every connected

coalition in C(S, Forbidden) exactly once. First of all, since every coalition in C(S, Forbidden) must

be connected, then:

C(S, Forbidden) =
⋃

u ∈N (S )

C(S ∪ {u}, Forbidden) ∪ {S}, (14)

where N (S) denotes the neighbors of S , i.e., N (S) =
⋃

u ∈S N (u). Now let v be the last node in path
in line 8 (in fact, this node is indeed assigned to v later on in line 9). Since |path | = 1, then v is the

only node in path. Based on this, as well as Conditions (a), (b), (d) and (e) of Lemma 4.1, we have:⋃
u ∈N (S )

C(S ∪ {u}, Forbidden) =
|M (v) |⋃

i=indexOfFirstNeighbor

C(S ∪ {M(v)[i]}, Forbidden). (15)

In the for-loop (lines 10–14), for every i ∈ {indexOfFirstNeighbor, . . . , |M(v)|}, the recursive call
in line 13 will be made with u being equal to M(v)[i] (this will happen unless M(v)[i] was al-
ready in S or Forbidden, but in such a case the recursive call is not needed anyway, since C(S ∪
{M(v)[i]}, Forbidden) = ∅). Now since |S ∪ {M(v)[i]}| > x , then based on our assumption, if such

a recursive call is made, it would output every connected coalition in C(S ∪ {M(v)[i]}, Forbidden)
exactly once. Thus, based on equations (14) and (15), it remains to show that S is outputted exactly

once. To this end, after the for-loop in lines 10–14, the last (and only) node in path is removed in

line 15. After this removal, we have: |path | = 0, which implies that the if-else statement in lines

16–21 will output S , after which the current call to ExpandSubgraph immediately terminates (this

implies that S it outputted exactly once).

Step 3: Assuming that Condition (g) holds when |S | > x (for some x < n), and when |path | < y
(for some y > 1) regardless of the other parameters of ExpandSubgraph, we need to prove that

Condition (g) also holds when |S | = x and |path | = y regardless of the other parameters of

ExpandSubgraph. In other words, if we write C(S, Forbidden) as a shorthand for {C ∈ C : (S ⊆
C) ∧ (C ∩ Forbidden = ∅)}, then given a call of ExpandSubgraph in which |S | = x and |path | = y in

line 8, we need to show that this call outputs every connected coalition in C(S, Forbidden) exactly
once.

First of all, note that Equation (14) holds in our case. Now, let v be the last node in path in line 8

(in fact, this node is indeed assigned to v later on in line 9). Based on Conditions (a), (b), (d) and (e)
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of Lemma 4.1, we have:⋃
u ∈N (S )

C(S ∪ {u}, Forbidden) =

|M (v) |⋃
i=indexOfFirstNeighbor

C(S ∪ {M(v)[i]}, Forbidden) ∪
⋃

u ∈N (path\{v })

C(S ∪ {u}, Forbidden). (16)

Having established this fact, let us now consider the for-loop in lines 10–14. More specifically,

for every i ∈ {indexOfFirstNeighbor, . . . , |M(v)|}, the recursive call in line 13 will be made with u
being equal toM(v)[i] (this will happen unlessM(v)[i] was already in S or Forbidden, but in such a

case the recursive call is not needed anyway, since C(S ∪ {M(v)[i]}, Forbidden) = ∅). Now since

|S ∪ {M(v)[i]}| > x , then based on our assumption, if such a recursive call is made, it would output

every connected coalition in C(S ∪ {M(v)[i]}, Forbidden) exactly once. Thus, based on equations

(14) and (16), it remains to show that the current call of ExpandSubgraph outputs, exactly once,

every connect coalition in: ⋃
u ∈N (path\{v })

C(S ∪ {u}, Forbidden) ∪ {S}.

To this end, after the for-loop in lines 10–14, the last node in path will be removed in line 15. After

this removal, we will have: 0 < |path | < y. Now, since 0 < |path |, then the if-else statement in

lines 16–21 will proceed to the recursive call in line 19. Here, since |path | < y, then based on our

assumption, as well as Equation (14), we know that this recursive call will output every connected

coalition in

⋃
u ∈N (S ) C(S ∪{u}, Forbidden)∪ {S} exactly once. This as well as Conditions (b), (d) and

(e) of Lemma 4.1, imply that every connected coalition in

⋃
u ∈N (path\{v }) C(S∪{u}, Forbidden)∪{S}

will be outputted exactly once. □

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Fix S ∈ C. Let us denote by operations(S) the number of operations

performed in all the calls of ExpandSubgraph with the (third) parameter S , i.e., the calls of the form
ExpandSubgraph(G, . . . , S, . . .). We will prove that operations(S) = O(|E |).

Consider the first call of the form ExpandSubgraph(G, . . . , S, . . .) and let v be the last node in path
in line 8. In lines 10–14, the subset of neighbors of v is considered. In particular, for each neighbor,

u ∈ M(v), if u has not been yet processed, ExpandSubgraph is called with the (third) parameter

S ∪ {u}. The operations performed in these recursive calls are calculated in operations(S ∪ {u}).
Thus, the number of steps performed in lines 10–14 is no larger than |M(v)| · O(1). Lines 15–21
require O(1) steps: when line 15 is reached, node v is removed from the path and if path is not

empty, then ExpandSubgraph is called for a shorter path and the same set S . Eventually, after such
recursive call is made |path | times, coalition S is printed. More precisely, if path = (v1, . . . ,vk )
in the first call of ExpandSubgraph for S , then by ignoring recursive calls from line 13 we get a

sequence of calls:

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (v1, . . . ,vk ), S, Forbidden1, 1),

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (v1, . . . ,vk−1), S, Forbidden2,M(vk−1).дetIndex(vk ))),

• . . .

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (v1), S, Forbiddenk ,M(v1).дetIndex(v2))),

for some sets Forbidden1, . . . , Forbiddenk ⊆ V . Here, the last call prints S . From Theorem 4.3 and

Condition (g) of its proof, we know that no more calls of the form ExpandSubgraph(G, . . . , S, . . .)
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can be performed, as it would result in printing S again, and we know that S is printed only once.

In result, we get:

operations(S) =
∑

v ∈path

|M(v)| · O(1) ≤ O(1) ·
∑
v ∈V

|M(v)| = O(|E |).

Note that, based on Condition (c) of Lemma 4.1, we know that S ∈ C in every call of ExpandSubgraph.
Thus, we calculated all steps performed in ExpandSubgraph calls.

It remains to calculate the number of steps performed in lines 1–7, i.e., in the body of the main

function DFSE, without the operations performed inside the function ExpandSubgraph. Sorting all

the nodes in line 2 takes O(|V |loд |V |) steps. Sorting all the neighbor lists of all nodes in lines 3–4

takes

∑
v ∈V O(|N (v)|

2) = O(|V | ·
∑
v ∈V O(|N (v)|)) = O(|V | |E |) steps. Finally, the for-loop in lines

5–7, without the operation inside ExpandSubgraph calls, requires O(|V |) operations. Thus, lines 1–7
require O(|V | |E |) steps (since the graph is connected, we know that O(loд |V |) = O(|E |)).

To conclude, since |V | ≤ |C| in every graph, the number of operations performed by DFSE is:

O(|V | |E |) +
∑

S ⊆V :S ∈C

operations(S) = O(|V | |E |) + O(|C||E |) = O(|C||E |).

□

Proof of Proposition 4.5. Let us calculate the number of steps needed to enumerate all connected

induced subgraphs that contain vk but do not contain any of the nodes v1, . . . ,vk−1. This enumer-

ation process starts by calling Enumerate(G, ∅, {vk }, {v1, . . . ,vk }), which checks all n − 1 edges
of vk , and puts in X all the nodes that are not in Forbidden, i.e., vk+1, . . . ,vn , and then for every

non-empty subset Y ⊆ {vk+1, . . . ,vn} calls Enumerate(G, {vk },Y ,V ) in line 12. In every such call,

all edges of all nodes in Y are considered (i.e., |Y | · (n−1) edges in total), but no nodes are found that

are not yet processed. Thus, no further recursive calls are made to Enumerate . The total number of

evaluated edges is then:

n∑
k=1

©«(n − 1) +
∑

Y ⊆{vk+1, ...,vn }

|Y |(n − 1)
ª®¬

= n(n − 1) + (n − 1)
n∑

k=1

(
(n − k)2n−k−1

)
= 2

n−1(n2 − 3n + 2) + (n2 − 1).

□

Proof of Proposition 4.6. Since all the nodes in the graph have the same degree we assume that

V = {v1, . . . ,vn} andM(vi ) = (v1, . . . ,vi−1,vi+1, . . . ,vn) after sorting in line 4.

First, we argue that every time ExpandSubgraph is called, the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) for every vi ,vj ∈ V , i < j, if vj is processed, then vi is processed:
Assume vj is processed. We know that it was added to S in line 7 or added to S or Forbidden in

lines 13–14. In the former case, we get that vi ∈ Forbidden which proves that vi is processed.
For the later case assume vj was added to S or Forbidden in lines 13–14 and let vk be the node

assigned to variable v in line 9 that precedes this call. Since i < j we know that vi is before vj
on listM(vk ). Thus, from Condition (d’) of the proof of Lemma 4.1, we know that, during the

call, node vi was already processed.
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(ii) if not all nodes are processed, then S \ path = ∅:
Based on Condition (e) of Lemma 4.1, we know that nodes from S \ path have all neighbors

processed. Since every two nodes are neighbors in a clique, node can be in S \ path only if all

nodes are processed.

(iii) if not all nodes processed and S = {vi1 ,vi2 , . . . ,vik }, i1 < . . . < ik , then path = (vi1 ,vi2 , . . . ,vik ):
Based on Condition (ii) we know that all nodes from S are on the path, i.e., all processed nodes

which are not forbidden are on the path. Moreover, from Condition (i) we know that node with

a lower id is processed before node with a higher id. That is why node with a lower id must

appear before node with a higher id on the path.

In DFSE edges are examined in line 11. We will use the technique introduced in the proof of

Theorem 4.4 and compute how many times line 11 is called when a given connected subgraph,

S ⊆ V , is the third parameter of ExpandSubgraph. We denote this number by edдeOperations(S).
Assume S = {vi1 ,vi2 , . . . ,vik }. From (i)–(iii) we know that in the first call where S is the third

parameter path = (vi1 ,vi2 , . . . ,vik ) and Forbidden = {v1, . . . ,vik }\S . Thus, from the analysis of the

proof of Theorem 4.4 and the fact that all nodes from V \ {v1, . . . ,vik } will be added to Forbidden
in the first call, we know that all calls where S is the third parameter form a sequence:

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (vi1 , . . . ,vik ), S, {v1, . . . ,vik } \ S, 1),

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (vi1 , . . . ,vik−1 ), S,V \ S, ik ),

• . . .

• ExpandSubgraph(G, (vi1 ), S,V \ S, i2).

In result, the number of edges examined for S is:

edдeOperations(S) = (n − 1) + (n − ik ) + · · · + (n − i2)

Every non-empty subset of V induces a connected subgraph. Thus, summing over all S ⊆ V , S , ∅,
we get:∑

S ⊆V ,S,∅

edдeOperations(S) =
∑

1≤i1<...<ik ≤n

(n − 1) + (n − i2) + · · · + (n − ik )

=
∑

S ⊆V ,S,∅

(n · |S | − 1) −
∑

1≤i1< · · ·<ik ≤n

(i1 + · · · + ik ) +
∑

1≤i1< · · ·<ik ≤n

i1

= n22n−1 − (2n − 1) −
n∑
j=1

j2n−1 +
n∑
j=1

j2n−j = 2
n−2(n2 − n + 4) − (n + 1).

□

APPENDIX: ILLUSTRATION OF THE TRÉMAUX TREE

Figure 8 presents a sample graph and its Trémaux tree.
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Fig. 8. A sample graph and its corresponding Trémaux tree. As is done by the DFSE algorithm, the nodes in
the graph are sorted descendingly based on their degree, and are re-indexed accordingly (ties are broken
uniformly at random).

APPENDIX: THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS USED BY LINDELAUF ET AL. [26]

Lindelauf et al. [26] studied the following alternative definitions of fG (S), where ωi j and ωi denote

weights of edges and nodes, respectively:

(i) fG (S) =
|E(S ) |∑

{vi ,vj }∈E(S ) ωi j
, (ii) fG (S) =

∑
vi ∈S ωi ,

(iii) fG (S) = max{vi ,vj }∈E(S )ωi j , (iv) fG (S) =
(
max{vi ,vj }∈E(S )ωi j

) (∑
vi ∈S ωi

)
.

(12)

Different forms of function fG reflect the fact that available data on terrorist networks differs

considerably from case to case (see the appendix for more details). For instance, function (12) (i)

was used to study a network of telephone communications between terrorist from the Jemaah

Islamiyah Terrorist Network (reposnsible for the 2002 Bali bombing), where only the weights of

edges (intensity of communication) were available but not additional intelligence on the terrorists

themselves, i.e. all nodes in the network were equally weighted. For this network, Lindelauf et al.

[26] proposed function (12) (i) arguing that “A terrorist organization will try to shield its important
players by keeping the frequency and duration of their interaction with others to a minimum. However,
to be able to coordinate and control the attack an important player needs to maintain relationships
with other individuals in the network.” [26, p. 235]. On the other hand, function (12) (ii) was used

to study the well-known 9/11 World Trade Center network of 19 nodes and 32 edges [23], where

the weights of nodes indicated any additional intelligence available about individual terrorists.

Here, the rationale was that the terrorists (nodes) with high weights “play an important part in the
operation. When such individuals team up, they have a significant effect on the potential success of the
operation.” [26, p. 237].

APPENDIX: EXTENDED EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Figure 9 presents the performance of the algorithms to enumerate induced connected subgraphs, i.e.,

DFSE and BFSE. Figure 10 presents the performance of algorithms for computing the Shapley and

Myerson values, i.e., DFS-Myerson, DFS-Shapley and BFS-Shapley. As for the particular parameters,

as mentioned in the main text, we base our choice on the work by Leary et al. [25] who argues that,

for scale-free networks, k = 4 models well real-life contact networks. We also studied k = 10 to

present the performance of our algorithm for denser networks. For small-world and Erdős-Rényi

graphs we used the corresponding parameters.
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(a) Scale-free graphs (number of edges added
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(b) Scale-free graphs (number of edges added

with each node = 10).
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(c) Erdős-Rényi graphs (expected average

degree = 4).
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(d) Erdős-Rényi graphs (expected average

degree = 10).
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(e) Small-world graphs (expected degree = 4;

rewiring prob. = 0.25).
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(f) Small-world graphs (expected degree = 10;

rewiring prob. = 0.25).
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Fig. 9. Given different numbers of players (the
x-axis), the figure depicts the time required to
enumerate all connected induced subgraphs
(the y-axis). For each random-network setting,
the results are averaged over 100 different net-
works. DFSE was introduced in Algorithm 1.
BFSE was introduced by [34] and can be found
in Algorithm 2.
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(a) Scale-free graphs (number of edges added

with each node = 4).
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(b) Scale-free graphs (number of edges added

with each node = 10).
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(c) Erdős-Rényi graphs (expected average

degree = 4).
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(d) Erdős-Rényi graphs (expected average

degree = 10).
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(e) Small-world graphs (expected degree = 4;

rewiring prob. = 0.25).
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(f) Small-world graphs (expected degree = 10;

rewiring prob. = 0.25).
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(g) Complete graphs.

Fig. 10. Given different numbers of players (the
x-axis), the figure depicts the time required
to compute the Shapley/Myerson value (the
y-axis). For each random-network setting, the
results are averaged over 100 different networks.
DFS-Myerson was introduced in Algorithm 3.
DFS-Shapley was introduced in Algorithm 4.
BFS-Shapley comes from [33].
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